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J. D. Candidates Don New Garb 
This year wi ll mark the first 
time in the fo rt y-seven year 
history of the University of 
Baltimore School of Law that 
Juris Doctor candidates will 'be 
wearing new "academic garb," 
In the past LD , candidates 
have worn the traditional plain 
Bachelor's cap and gown, This 
year, however , t he Doctor's cap 
and gown will be worn, as well 
as the doctorate hood , which 
will b e bestowed after the 
diploma has been received , 
Those J,D, candidates who 
have ordered academic garb will 
be charged an additional six 
dollars as rental for the Doctor's 
garb , th ose candidates who 
indicated that they do not wish 
or will be unable to attend 
commen cement will only be 
charged the t wenty-five dollar 
graduation fee, 
However, April 1, 1972 , 
marked the last date for filing 
for June graduation without the 
penalty of a late fee, For those 
candidates who now file late an 
additional ten dollar fee will be 
attached to commencement 
costs, Graduation forms are still 
available in the registrar's office 
located in Charles HalL 
It should be noted that ML 
Robert Fudge, assistant to the 
Presi d e nt ha s stated, "No 
applications for graduation will 
will be accepte d after May I , 
under any circumstances," 
This year's annual 
commencement exercise will be 
held on Wednesday, June 7, 
1972, at the Baltimore Civic 
Cen ter , with the ceremony 
commencing at 8 P,M, 
RM 




Attention All Day and Evening Student Committee Chair-
men, Fratern ities Leaders, Organ izational Heads. and 
Societies Directors: 
In order that each activity within our enti re school will be 
represented in the Fall 72 Orientation Manual respective ex-
planatory matter should be submitted by June, 15. 1972, 
T wo short paragraphs of no more than twelve sentences in 
total typed written ought to be sufficient to set forth the pur-
pose and aims which relate to your committee. fraternity, 
o rgan ization or society. 
Be sure to indicate who will be the committee chairman for 
the school year of 1972-1973, 
So make it concise and precise and give the report to Mrs, 
Black in the Dean's office, 
PAGE 2··FORUM 
Faculty Profile / 
As the yo ungest member of the Law School 
faculty, 27 years old, Professor Stuart s. Malawer's 
academic and scholarly background certainly rates 
him among the finest to be found in any law school. 
. Professor Malawer graduated from the University 
of Buffalo with the A.B. degree in history after three 
years of study. As he stated. "It was prior to the time 
when an early graduation was fashionable." He was 
o n the Dean's List and he graduated with honors in 
American History. "I was graduated with honors in 
the American History Honors Program, yet I had 
more courses in Soviet and Russian government and 
law. The university just did not have a formal honors 
program in the Russian area. It was thinking about· 
staying an additional year to complete a second 
major in sociology, but decided to attend law school 
when they accepted me two weeks prior to classes. I 
had originally applied to attend the year afterwards, 
but I guess my record made a favorable impression." 
When graduating from the Cornell Law School at 
the age of 22 and the youngest member of the Class 
of '67, the Director Admissions said that no one 
should be graduated until they are 25. "I still won-
der if if he was really serious." At the Cornell Law 
School he studied international law with the former, 
and the then, Vice-Chairman of the United Nation's 
International Law Commission, Professor Herbert 
W. Briggs. "Cornell was an institution that had for 
years emphasized international law and inter-
national affairs. I was fortunate that the Law School 
had a combined program with the Government 
Department. I had always been interested in inter-
national affairs, but it was only when I got to law 
school that I focused my interests on international 
law." 
Met UThant 
"It was subsequently at the University of 
Pennsylvania that I further focused my general 
interest in international affairs on the specific area of 
international business and international trade." He 
was awarded the M.A. in 1968 and is currently 
completing the Ph.d. dissertation. "I hope to have it 
finished by tltis summer and most of it has already 
been published. However, I have said this for the last 
two summers." When asked what was his most 
pleasant experience in his student days, he answered, 
"It was the year I spent at Princeton University as a 
special student; this was the year after I received the 
M.A. Former SUpIelI1~ -CQ\!!.t Justice Arthur Goldberg 
was giving a course in international negotiations and 
Djilas, the author of THE NEW CLASS, was giving a 
course on Communism. I think that he is back in jail 
in Yugoslavia, I mean Djilas." 
When asked about what additional training he has 
had in the international field Professor Malawer 
disclosed that he was a participant in the Intern 
Program at the United Nations and that he recently 
completed the Scholars - Diplomat Program at the 
Legal Adviser's Office at the Department of State in 
Washington, D.C. "I think that the most interesting 
time at the United Nations was when I met U Thant, 
the then Secretary - General. The most interesting 
time at the State Department was when we met 
Joseph Sisco, the Assistant Secretary of State for the 
Middle East." 
Professor Malawer has also studied at the Hague 
Academy of International Law at the World Court 
and at the Europa Institute of the University of Am-
sterdam, where he studied first hand the European 
Commom Market. At this point Professor Malawer 
stated that he has been accepted to study at Oxford 
University next year and has been offered a scholar-
ship to return prior to Oxford to the Hague 
Academy of I nternational Law and to conduct 
research at the Center for Research in International 
Law and I nternational Relations. "I am not really 
sure about the near future. My wife, Sandy, has 
also been accepted by Oxford to do advanced work 
in counselling and social work, so she's got some say 
in the matter too." If he decides to go on leave , 
Prof. Stuart Halawer: Youngest Faculty Member 
Prof. Stuart Malawer 
anyone who has had Professor Malawer in inter-
national law or international business will certainly 
miss his course offerings. 
When asked to comment on his thoughts concer-
ning the situation with the ABA and the awards din-
ner he stated his feelings without hesitation. "As far 
as the ABA is concerned, it is certainly going to 
examine very closely the law schooi's financial ' 
relationshi.p with the university. Although I do not 
know all the particulars, it is my impression that they 
are going to ask for very specific information. This is 
especially the situation when they are told that we 
ran a deficit and that the deficit is due to the 
assessment by the general administration based on 
the number of students·in the law school and not on 
the actual services used." 
As to the awards dinner Professor Malawer further 
stated, "I do not think that the SBA should be in the 
business of giving out awards to the faculty. It is the 
obligation of the faculty to give out awards to the 
students. However, this seems to be indicative of 
much what has happened under the prior ad-
ministration of the SBA. I think that the former 
leaders of the SBA did not have the best interests of 
the law school in mind . They seemed to have been 
primarily concerned about their own position. Quite 
frankly, they were quite immature and irresponsible 
in their attacks on the law review and the Forum. 
The law school is entering a new stage of its develop-
ment. We have more full-time faculty members and 
we G.re getting more administrative help, I am not 
sure about the secretarial situation. At present it is 
utterly atrocious. The election of Carl Maio and 
others are a good sign. While it it is quite true that 
the average age of the faculty is over fifty, plans are 
being made to hire more younger faculty members in 
the not too distant future . I hope that this will be the 
situation when we hire another Assistant Dean." 
Professor Malawer was asked about the Law 
Review of which he was the founder and the first 
volume, which we hope will be followed equally well 
by the new staff of the law review. "'The initial issue 
of the law review was excellent. As you know, it has 
already been cited in arguments before the"'United 
States Supreme Court. The letters that we have 
received from the Vice-President, the Governor of 
the State, the Attorney-General of the State, and the 
Major of Baltimore, have all attested to the exce llent 
work of the staff of the first issue. I am sure that the 
next issue wi II be just as fine, even though they have 
had a lot of trouble so early. in the year." 
Members of the law scho o l community have heard 
a lot about Professor Malawer's publication history 
and we asked him to describe it. "At the present time 
I have published over 15 articles of which a number 
have been published by journals of such schools 
as:Cornell, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Vanderbilt, 
Denver, Pittsburgh, Tel-Aviv, and Virginia. My book 
after some delay, which is of course normal, is to be 
published before I leave for Oxford. Let me say, that 
. my most important accomplishment was the 
publication of the Law Review in time for the ABA 
inspection committee." 
What about the future of the Law School? "Both 
President Turner and Dean Curtis have done an ex-
cellent job. I really mean it. However, at the present 
the Law 'School is at a crossroads. We have made 
much progress in the last two or three years. A great 
deal more effort is needed by the University to take 
the Law School into the ranks of the 'good' law 
schools, especially, in the area of faculty salaries, 
more competitive promotion and tenure policies, 
and support services for both the faculty and the 
student body. In part, what is needed is much greater 
participation of the alumni. There should be a 
separate Law School alumni fund. The response of 
the alumni for the establishment of a Law Review 
endowment fund has only been fair. The alumni 
must realize that constructing a good law school 
rests not only on us, but on them . They have a very 
large stake in this. This is true even for the alumni 
that graduated over forty years ago." 
We asked Professor Malawer to comment on the 
size of the classes. "In many instances the classes are 
very large. But the real question should be about 
how to improve the quality of instruction. I suggest 
that the teaching load of each instructor ought to be 
reduced from nine hours per' semester' to six hours. 
This should be done by the Board of Trustees as 
soon as possible. It is my impression that this is the 
general practice of most approved law schools, 
whether or not they have an evening program. The 
instructors ought to teach courses in their own area 
of specialization . This should be the situation almost 
exclusively. When I came here a year ago I was asked 
to teach two courses of which I had four sections. 
The two courses actually had very little to do with 
my area of specialization. I am very glad that I now 
teach only three sections and they are primarily in 
my area of specialization. However, this is not the 
situation for most faculty members." 
School's Future Bright 
In conclusion, Professor Malawer was asked if h", _ 
had any additional statements to make. He stated 
that he would like to comment on the new law school 
building and the International Law Society . "Very 
careful consideration must be given to the location of 
the new law school building. It seems to me almost 
folly to construct a new building on Mt. Royal. This 
mandates the expenditure of ntillions of additional 
dollars to provide parking, when the Mt. Washington 
area is available with ample parking space. We can 
have a beautifully landscaped law school campus, plus 
save the university much money . We have an 
obligation to the student body of the Law School. In 
addition, this would create for the future student a 
.viable alternative in the terms of types of law school 
to attend in the state of Maryland. Secondly, as 
Adviser to the International Law Society I take great 
pleasure that one of our students won the national 
ABA essay contest in international law and that our 
team last year beat the in terna tional moot court tea m 
of George Washington Law School. Now that I am no 
longer involved with the Law Review, I hope the 
Society will become more active and sponsor some 
activities before the end of summer school. We are 
thinking about a day of briefings at the State 
Department. I took a class from the University of 
Pennsylvania, where I taught two years ago , and it 
was a very fine experience." 
"In conclusion, I am sure that the future of the 
University of Baltimore Law School will be as bright 
as has been the careers of many of its alumni." The 
edito rial staff of the Forum certainly agrees with that 
conclusion. 
Rights and Obligations 
by Kay A. Windsor 
The American Constitution 
with the Bill of Rights insure to 
the American people the right 
to dissent -- to speak out arid, if 
necessary, to campaign for in-
dividual justice, Gut where do 
there documents grant to any 
American the right to physically 
attack their own countrymen? 
So many American , especially 
our young and our poor, see 
unfairness all around them. 
They are aware of the license 
issued to them to stand up and 
be heard and many find it im-
perative to use this privi lege. 
However, as wrong as some of 
these injustices may be, isn't it 
equally wrong to use illegal 
methods in bringing them to the 
forefron t? 
I n many case~, the methods 
employed in achieving publicity 
regarding a specific problem 
bring questions of validity. 
When fires, loot ings , bombings, 
and physical confrontations are 
witnessed, it is difficult to see 
the reason and justification for 
the protest. It is un real istic to 
believe that a small business 
owner will support the concept 
of civil rights when his property 
has been destroyed by fire and 
water and then his fire in-
surance is cancelled. It is 
equa lly difficult to expect a 
merchant to show compassion 
when his inventory has been 
looted. And, also to be con-
sidered is the frustration felt by 
the traveler who finds his route 
being made impassable because 
of protesters blocking the street, 
harassi ng the motorists, and tur-
ning over automobiles. Finally 
to be mentioned is the taxpayer 
who goes to work, goes to 
church , obeys the laws and finds 
hi s taxes being annually in-
creased to not only support new 
and better schools, roads, and 
othe r public projects but also to 
pay the expenses of rebuilding 
these same facilities obliterated 
by acts of violence. It is incon-
ceivable that anyone can easily 
rationalize the protesters' rights 
to dissent when the view is ob-
structed by violence and this 
same audience has been 
physically or financially vic-
timized. 
To attack an injustice is com-
mendable and courageous in it-
self, but if it in any way deprives 
or harms another person or his 
property, it should be treated as 
a cri me and strict penalties 
should be imposed on the 
violator·s. Americans take great 
pride In their freedoms and in' 
their rights. But to accept these 
privi leges is to accept an 
obligation not to abuse or 
recklessly use them but employ 
them as it was originally inten-
ded -- the lawful way to main-
tain justice for all. 
Mrs . Kay A. Windsor Law School 
Faculty Secretary. 
by Keith E. Mathews 
This being the last issue of The Forum for this school year, I 
would like to commend Dean Curtis, the faculty, the student body 
and especially the SBA for their successful joint effort contributing 
to the tremendous progress this Law School has achieved in the last 
three years. Of course, there is still much to be desired at this stage 
of the school's development, but the progress so far achieved in 
such little time, does merit praise for those responsible. 
I believe the new SBA, with the aid of the student body, has the 
potential to be even more progressive than the last. There should 
especially be more effort toward minority recruitment and com-
munity involvement. By community involvement, I refer to a "grass 
roots" type of community involvement that would be as beneficial 
to the students and the school as it would be to the community. 
One means to achieve this level of community involvement could 
be a student community legal services program. Such a program 
could be run on limited funds, although there are many avenues of 
finances available, such as the ABA-LSD, federal, state, and even 
local community grants. A legal services program could be run en-
tirely by law students. Many Legal Aid clients need only legal ad-
vice, and a number of their problems can be solved with a phone 
call to a creditor or landlord. Law students can handle these 
problems after one year of law school. Law students can represent 
clients in housing court, most administrative agencies, and District 
Court in matters involving $100 or less. 
A student legal services program at the University of Baltimore 
could expect to serve many of the legal needs of the inter-city 
residents as well as undergrad students at this University and other 
area schools. It would relieve the Legal Aid Bureau of much of its 
overburdened case load. A successful program would make the 
University of Baltimore Law School as renowned with community 
residents as is the Legal Aid Bureau. 
Students would gain invaluable experience in many specialized 
areas. For example, students who participated in the Legal Aid In-
ternship and summer employment programs, and handled mostly 
landlord-tenant cases, now have more expertise in this field than 
most practicing attorneys; even the attorneys representing land-· 
lords. 
In order for the University of Baltimore to achieve total com-
munity acceptance, it must communicate in some way, and become 




In the midst of reading about 
Joint Ventures, bolts of emotion 
and delight struck me. There , on 
the old Boob-Tube were the 
ACADEMY AWARDS . I had not 
had the pleasure of viewing this 
prestigious event for many years, 
and I was even more thrilled that 
the AWARDS had saved me 
from my corporate legal studies. 
This feeling of exhilaration 
was short lived, however, I 
suddenly remembered that the 
Academy Awards are an exercise 
in idiocy, violence, perversion, 
sex in an obscene manner, and 
all the des pised characteristics of 
a "normal society." 
There on the television were 
grown peo pie reading trite 
phrases and embarrassing 
themselves. As I looked through 
the audience of phonies a feeling 
of nausea began to arise. These 
performers must have spent 
hundreds of dollars in preparing 
their aging bodies just for this 
farce. You could have put all the 
sincerity of the people in that 
room in an ant's navel and still 
by 
HARVEY JOEL SLOVIS 
had room for Baltimore. 
wouldn't trade one person who 
marched in last Sunday's 
Marathon for the March of 
Dimes for all of the people in 
crystal at the A wards. 
I must admit the acceptance 
speeches were funny. One 
actress , whose orthodontist's 
name will be left unmentioned, 
thanked her Aunt, Mother, 
Father, Brother, Sister, Lover , 
Husband , wet nurse , and dog, 
but forgot the most important 
people: the moviegoers who 
have to stand the DREK (Jewish 
word) that is thrown at us. For 
without the "great unwashed ," 
this young gal would be back 
working as an auto mechanic 
and getting her kicks from 
changing tires. 
Some of the highlights of the 
show were: Sammy Davis Jr. 
using the fact tl\at he is Jewish 
and Black for the hundredth 
time to get a laugh. Isaac Hayes 
came out in chains; Raquel 
Welch should have; Tennessee 
Williams reading the cue cards 
MAY, 1..972 -- PAGE 3 
with two sets of glasses and Jack 
Lemmon's usual "Where am I" 
routine. If you are thrilled by 
any of th'e aforementioned 
articles except Miss Welch , get 
some help fast. 
ty t es The Forum reprints 'Faculty Notes' from previous issues to apprise alumni of faculty 
The thing that really bothers 
me is that the people I have been 
talking about were the one's 
who selected the winners. "A 
Clockwork Orange" could never 
have won the Best Picture 
Award because these illitera tes 
and mental midgets didn't 
understand it: What then did win 
the Best Picture Award. " The 
French Connection," captured 
all of the glory. This deep story 
of heroin smuggling from France 
to New York deserved this 
award about as much as the 
Bullets deserved to bea t the 
Knicks. This picture's greatest 
attribute was a wild and wooly 
chase sequence. I know it was an 
entertaining picture, but isn't 
the Best Picture Award supposed 
to move you deeply and leave 
you with something to think 
about? The Academy of Motion 
Pictures, Arts and Sciences is 
perpetrating a fraud on the 
populace by using the very na me 
it chooses. There were at least 
twenty pictures which deserved 
the A. ward more, but let's face 
it, what credibility can these 
awards have if John Wayne is 
capable of winning one. Mr. 
Ensor has more acting talent 
than Mr. Wayne; come to think 
of it, Mr. Ensor has more acting 
talent than the current winner, 
Gene Hackman. George C. Scott 
is the only actor with class. He 
didn't accept the Award last 
year, and didn't show up this 
year. 
Professors Barry Berger and Royal G. Shannonhouse will 
again serve as consultants for the Maryland State Bar Judicial 
Conference - Criminal Justice Project. 
Professor Julius Isaacson has just been appointed by the 
American Bar Association as a member of its Divorce Laws 
and Procedures Committee. The areas which he shall cover are 
grounds for divorce and defenses thereto, residency 
requirements and conciliation and counseling in the States of 
Maryland, New Jersey, and Delaware. 
Professor Harold Cunningham has received membership in 
the American Society for Legal History and attended the 
Society's annual meeting in Boston held October, 1971. 
Professor Stuart S. Malawer attended the Europa Institute 
of the University of Amsterdam during the month of August , 
1971. The program subject dealt with Common Market Law 
offered to practicing lawyers. Mr. "Malawer was the only 
American in attendance at the program. He also has a 
forthcoming book to be published in time for use in his 
summer courses. The book Current International Law & 
Foreign Policy is being published by Lerner Law Publishers of 
Washington. D.C. 
(Editorial Note : All part-time or full-time faculty members 
should drop any notes in the FORUM mailbox on the 5th 
floor of Charles Hall or the mailbox in the Treasurer 's Office.) 
Prefessor Herbert Bernhardt has been appoint-
ed to the National Panel of Arbitrators of the 
American Arbitration Association and that of 
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Ser-
vice. In addition to this distinction, Articles on 
the subjects of labor law and equal employment 
oppprtunity by Professor Bernhardt are curren-
tly being published in the Cornell Law Review 
and the Texas Law Review. An artic le in the 
January issue of the Cornell Law Review 
discusses the use of locko uts by employers in 
labo r disputes and the devel o pment of new rules 
since two U.S. SOlpreme Court decision in 1965 
reversed previous precedent by allowing general 
use of lockouts by employers. The second a r -
ticle in the March issue of the Texas Law 
Review discusses the sign ificance of a 1971 U.S. 
Supreme Court decision which he ld that an 
employer may violate the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 by administering an unval idated selection 
test to job applicants , even if no racia l 
discrimination is intended. 
In an effort to encourage students to pursue 
careers in the Law, Professor Harold D . Cun-
ningham, and Mrs. Marcia Jo dlbauer spoke at 
Western High Schoo l on February 23 , 1972. 
Professor Stuart S. Malawer of the Law 
Faculty of the University of Baltimore has been 
selected by the Department of State to be o ne of 
the participants in the prestigious " Diplomats-
Scholars Seminars" held annually at the Depart-
ment of State in Washington every March . 
Professor Malawer is one of a small group o f 
scholars to be selected that will join with an 
equal number of American diplomats in a week-
lo ng period of intensive briefings and 
discussions. The underlying purpose of the 
program is to develop a greater understanding 
'on the part of the nation's leading scholars of 
the workings of the State Department and to ex-
pose the diplomats to the concerns of the 
academ ic scholars. The high-level briefings of 
the State Department and research reports by 
the participants are supplemented by informal 
discussions. Topics that are sure to be under 
consideration are problems of international 
economic relations and international security. 
Professor Malawer also had the distinction of 
seeing his latest article. "The Act of State Doc-
trine and The City Bank Case" cited last week 
in the petitioner'S brief before the Supreme 
Court . This is the first time a University of 
Baltimore Law Review article was cited before 
the Supreme Court. It's a very sad commentary 
that the Best Foreign Film, "The 
Professors Eugene Davidson and Thomas Holton Garden of the Finzi-Continis" is 
are now serving as the faculty advisers to the Law Reveiw. probably one of the only 
Professor Davidson has been serving also as (Inc of the deserving winners. This story of 
principal editors of the Federal Bar Journal, and Mussolini-type, anti-Semitism, 
Professor Holton likewise has considerable experience in the tracing the decline of tilt' 
publicatio n of legal writings. They take over from Professor Finzi-Contini family is a 
Stuart Malawer, who has been named Director of the lnter - beautiful handling of a tragic 
national Legal Studies Program to be initiated this fal l if .. chapter of mankind. One left the 
HEW funding can be com pleted . He has also been named to ., movie with a tear in his eye and 
the board of trustees o f the newly established Atlantic Inter- )~ could spend the next few days ~a:;~~ra~ ;~; G~~:~;~i:~r:re~e~~ S~al~~~;a m~a:b~:h~r:l~ :~~ :.i.·: .•.  :j.".I:: ~,~~~intre~~~utc~~~e~~i~~~; I~i: 
Wharton School , and the Universities of Amsterdam and Tel ' you with was sweaty palms, a 
Aviv. The Center is presently look ing into the feasibility of a dry mouth , and weak legs. It had 
new international law publication thro ugh the coope rative ef- all of the essenti als of a 
forts of several uni vers iti es in the Baltimore-Washington successful A merican movie: 
area. vio lence, terror, drugs, girls, 
Alan R. Sachs, a lecturer on the Uniform Commercial kindergarten dialogu e and 
Code in the day and evening school. and Ronald M. second grade morals. 
Shapiro, a lecturer o n Business Associations in the even ing One of the best films I saw 
school , will o pen their own firm for the practice of law as of was: " Sacco and Venzetti." It 
April 3, 197 2 under the name of Shapiro & Sachs, P.A. In portrayed the trial of theSe two 
addition, Messrs. Shapiro and Sachs recently co-authored the anarchists who were convicted 
lead artic le in the Maryland Law Review on the Securities of a factory robbery. Thi; stOT' 
Act Doctrine of Integrati o n entitled " Integrati on Under the could never have made it to the 
Securities Act: Once An Exemption, Not Always ... ".21 Md . Awards because it involved 
L. Rev. 3 (1971) , and have co-authored an article fo r the political oppression. "C2rnal 
Maryland Bar Association Jo urnal o n the new land-mark Knowledge" was a great picture 
regul at io ns (Ru le 144) pertaining to restricted sec urities . about the sexual hangurs of men 
They have also signed a contract with Clark Boardman and women. TillS picture ,\:', 
Publishing Compan y to author a book entit led The too subtle for our Acadel,JY 
Securities Act Practice Form Manual which is expected to members, as it tried to make 
be in print by Sept embe r. 1973 . Further mo re , Mr. Shapiro, them think. 
has recently authoried a set of multi-state bar review I know in our day and age 
materials and a revised set o f materials o n Business prople go to the movies to 
Associations. escape their problems anel do 
Professor Ensor's "cl ub" is ac ti vely engaged in the not want to be bothered with 
current domestic controversy, that of Busing . All interested figuring out story lines. But is 
students are invited to sit in either the Day o r Event sections this necessarily good all of the 
time? 
of "Current Constitutiona l Issues" Day - Tues . - Thursday at 
9:00 AM., Room 422 ; Evening, Tuesday , 8:10 PM _ Room I can truthfully say that thp. 
406. people who make the awards do 
not know the first thing about 
Professor Herbert Bernhardt has had the distinction of quality movies, haven't seen half 
being selected by the Union Employers Division of Printing of them, and pick the winners 
Industry of Washington and Columbia Typographical Union on the basis of which actor or 
No. 101 to arbitrate a recent dispute in Washington, during actress campaigns more . 
the month of May. 
?::"':':':'::~::" ':"':':"':':""':'~:':':""" '~:'~}"""""""""~:'''''''''~;'''';:':':''''''':':':''".,' .... :':':.:::.,':':.:.:':.:.:.:.:::.:.'.:.:.'.'.:.'.:.:.'.:.:.'.'.'.'.'.:.:::.'.:.:.:.:::.:.:.'.:.:.:.:.'.'.' •••• ':.; •••  ' ••• ; •• :.'.:.:::.:.''''':,':.:.: •• :.: •• /,':'::::;..,. ........... : ••..,. ••••••••••• '.:'.:::;"":: .... : ........... :.'.:.:;:;:.:.:::.:.:.'.'.,',.,':.:.:.:':.:.:.:.'.'.'.'.:.: ...... ,:::.:.:.,:,,:,.,::-:.: ... , .......... . '(Continued all page 19) 
PAGE 4 -- FORUM 
An Interview With President Turner 
Hm Mebane Turner has been 
President of the University of 
Baltimore since November I, 
1969, after having served as the 
University's Provost. This inter-
view has been edited to avoid 
repetitious statement, and was 
conducted by Stuart M. Gold-
berg and Jeffrey H. Joseph. 
FOR UM: Is it true that tuition 
will rise by $200.00 this 
fall? 
TURNER: YES, that would be 
$100.00 per semester, or a 
20 % yearly increase. The law 
school operated in 1969-70 
at a net deficit of $60,000. 
The way the University does 
its accounting, which we are 
going to change to get a 
clearer picture, is through a 
common pool of operations. 
When we look at the cost 01 
operating any of the three 
schools, Liberal Arts, 
Business, and Law School, we 
can see two different sets of 
circumstances, It is more dif-
ficult to apportion the cost 
bctween the Business and 
Liberal Arts School, because 
of thc inter-related 
curricu lum s. The Law School 
is much easier to pro-rate the 
cost. because it is directly 
related tn enrollment, which 
is around 20 % of the entire 
studcnt body, or 1057/4817 
,tudents, So using 20% as a 
round figure, the law 
student's tuition would pay 
for 20 % of my salary, 20 % of 
the Registra r's office, and so 
on. Using 20 % as the cost to 
bc contributed by the Law 
School, Mr. Higgins informed 
me that the figures for 1970-
71 showed around a $65,000 
deficit. This year the deficit 
will be about the .same. This 
coming year, the income in-
crease resulting from the 
same number of students at 
the increased rate of 20% is 
approximately $143,000, and 
the increased requests in the 
budget of the Law School 
total $145,000. When the 
figures come in for 1971-72, 
and I know if we operated at 
a surplus or a deficit, I'll 
know if we estimated the right 
amount to charge the Law 
student. 
FORUM: What is the Law 
School going to get out of 
the increased income? 
TURNER: The Law School will 
get an Assistant Dean, a 
Placcment officer, a Director 
of Law Admissions, and ad-
dition of three or four 
faculty. The argument you 
boys seem to miss is that the 
tUItion at the University of 
Baltimore Law School is still 
relatively inexpensivc com-
pared to other private 
schoo Is . People start sayi ng, 
do this, do that, build a 
building - well, no one ever 
says that all of these things 
will cost you $2,000 in 
tuitio;l. And you cannot go 
out and do these things that 
quickly . The law library, fo r 
example, in 1969-70, had 
$25,000 to buy books. In 
1970-71 . we expe nded 
$35,000, and for 1971 -72 
we 've go t budgeted $48,000 . 
It's a slow process to bu i Id a 
go od scho o l. 
FORUM: How do you think 
the progres~ at Baltimore 
measures up with what the 
ABA would like to see? 
TURN ER: Well , you can't turn 
the course o f things around 
o ver ni g ht. The m a in 
criticism, no t even a criticism, 
but the main thing these 
peo pl e wanted to see is how 
many peo pl e pass the Bar. 
That is something we can't do 
anything about. We can buy 
the books, hire the professors, 
but we can't make people pass 
the Bar. That's the main thing 
that they are waiting to see. 
We may have to wait another 
year. But, we are trying to 
have everything "up to snuff," 
and a little bit better, and you 
can quote me, although I 
don't know if you'll want to 
quote me on "up to snuff," 
but that's a good old 
Southern saying. It's one 
thing to say we're going to do 
these things, it's another to 
have them done. We're going 
to have them done by August 
to the best of our ability. We 
are proceeding a whole year 
ahead of the schedule the 
Dean set up, and I want this 
quote to be in the interview, 
as not many people know 
this. 
FORUM: Wasn't the s.:hedule 
set up before the Mount 
Vernon merger, before the 
large innux of students, ad-
ditional books and faculty? 
we've got the opportunity to 
get the class that ·we're getti'1g 
is the sudden popularity in 
going to law school. If this 
were not happening, and we 
still had open-door ad-
missions into law school, we 
would not see, in a very short 
time probably, a significant 
upturn in the number of 
people passing the bar. Now I 
am not downgrading the 
young people here character-
benefits are offered by the 
school. 
TURNER: Right, and we're 
going to raise the tuition each 
year to try to provide more 
and more services. 
FORUM: We'Ye noticed that 
most of the faculty hired 
oYer the last year, and those 
being interviewed this year 
haye been, well, older, not 
really that young. Would 
build a new law school. I 
know it is our first target. But 
you don't build a law school 
at the risk of breaking your-
self financially, but it cer-
tainly is most desirable to 
have one, as soon as it is 
feasible. 
FORUM: Do you think that 
there is any possibllty of ex-
panding the law library and 
study area to the 3rd noor 
when needed? 
TURNER: This is a reasonable, 
good suggestion. We will 
allocate the space as needed. 
I think the division of the 
University that uses the 
library the most is entitled to 
the use. (A later conversation 
with President Turner 
brought the confession on his 
part that he subsequently 
discovered that 80% of all 
students using Langsdale 
Library are law students.) 
FORUM: Are you a gambling 
man? What would you lay 
the odds to be for a.:-
neditation this August? 
TURNER: A I understand . it, 
when Dean Curtis first came 
here, his pred ictions of when 
we could meet the require-
ments of the ABA were by the 
fall of 1973. Now he's trying 
a whole year ahead of 
schedule. The big problem is 
going to be if we can show an 
increase in passing the Bar by 
August. This I don't know. 
We've on Iy been able to get 
slective with an entering class 
this coming year. 
FORUM: The Bar results are 
out of our control at this 
point. But don't you think 
the ABA recognizes this 
problem? The students will 
only do as well on the Bar 
as they are, and what they'ye 
been taught to do. 
University President H, Mebane Turner relaxes in his office as 
he prepares for question and answer session by Forum staffers, 
TURNER: I don't know. I'm 
really serious when I say that 
Professor Ruud seemed 
disappointed by the fact that 
we did not receive the 
nomination in February. The 
letter he wrote was all he 
could write. We meet all the 
standards of the ABA now. 
By the fall, we'll be that much 
further along. I think we've 
got a 50-50 chance. They 
could very well take the 
position that everything is 
going well for our school, 
and there's no sense rushing 
into our accreditation. All 
this wi II do is create d isap-
pointment. If they say, we 
want to see the actual results 
of people passing the Bar 
exam, then, gentlemen, we're 
going to have to wait until we 
can provide them This is the 
on Iy reason I can see them 
denying us accreditation. 
TURNER: I'm sorry, I beg to 
differ with you. A student 
who will score well on his 
LSAT will probably do bet-
ter than a student who scores 
modestly. 
FORUM: I disagree with you. 
It depends on how much 
work the student does, not 
how smart he is. The 
question is has the student 
been taught to think? 
TURNER: The only reason 
wise or otherwise, but I can't 
change the LSAT scores that 
they have had. I do point out 
however, that participation in 
a full time classroom experi-
ence should show better 
results on the Bar, provided, 
as we presume, the classroom 
experience is adequate. 
FORUM: Don't you think that 
the ABA recognizes what 
you'n got to work with? 
Perhaps they are looking 
more towards the future, the 
goals you haye set for your-
self, the standards of your 
classes, and what sort of 
educational seryices and 
you care to comment? 
TURNER: Well, they're not 
older-- they're middle-aged'. 
They're what you need. 
Remember, the Dean has to 
bring people in with ex-
perience to pay a certain 
salary level to keep the mean 
salary here on par with the 
mean salary of the ABA 
schools. So he brings in 
people at that level. 
FORUM: Would you care to 
comment on the proposed 
new law school building? 
TURNER: I have no idea in this 
world when we are going to 
FORUM: Would you -=are to 
make one general, final 
statement? 
TURNER: Let me close by say 
that we are not trying to meet 
"minimum" sta'ndards. We 
are trying to reach a reason-
able level of effectiveness in 
all aspects in the law school. 
Counterpoint / Self Appraisal by N,E.N . Olivus 
Nothing is more painful, we suggest, than a true self-
appraisal, and tha t applies to law . schools as well as in-
dividuals. But on the assumption that it may be healthy in the 
long run, let's see if we can bear it. 
Few will disagree that the most unforgettable deve lopment 
of the year was our co llectively shocking discovery that the 
A.B.A. was unwilling in February to accord the school even 
its provisi onal approval. Time passed while we awaited the 
related critique, and when it came it said so little explicitly 
that we had to look between the lines fo r virtually the entire 
message; right then and there, whether we liked it or not, we 
were dropped head first into the self-appraisal business. 
Let's o bse rve at the outset that most campaigns are won or 
lost on e battle at a time, and that only rare ly is one single 
fact o r o f dec isive importance . 
Are we ad equa te ly abl e as stud ents? H ave we enough of 
those evid ently' inborn abilities which may be devel o ped by 
hard wo rk ? Do enough of us co me so equipped? Are enough 
of us ad equate ly prepared as college graduates to undertake 
law study? Are those of us who are on Iy marginally so 
pr epared and /o r end owed by nature coddled along by a 
grad es po licy perhaps comparabl e to other sch oo ls at the A 
o r even B leve ls but which lets the bo tto m end of the C range 
drag into a zo ne that might easily be D o r even F elsewhere? 
Are the re o the rs who are natura lly end owed but un able to 
avo id the co nstant temptation to let a littl e preparation slid e 
secure in the kn owl edge that too grea t an impact on grad es is 
do ubtful ? 
H ow about our faculty? Whil e we count iI few bright star~ 
wh ose o fferings are predictably and justifi ably so ught out at 
registrations, we are nevertheless troubled by two obvious 
conditi o ns. First, by gen e ral co nsen sus among the students, 
the ve ry best teache rs at the schoo l are no t on the full-time 
faculty at all, but among the barely-age-30 practitioners who 
teach usually only one course, usually in the evening division. 
While that may be a matter of opinion and even a matter of 
taste, the undeniable fact seems to be that as a whole the full-
time faculty does not come off nearly as well as a full-time 
faculty should in the comparison. Secondly, certain chronic 
practices in teaching are prima facie of doubtful utility. The 
lecture method of teaching law seems to be thoroughly 
discredited and generally abandoned for good reasons; yet, 
have we some on the faculty whose approach to teaching is 
still essentia lly to lecture? Have we any whose confidence in 
the students is so limited as to prefer to dictate lengthy notes 
word for word right in class, often taking up 20% of class 
time in the process? Have we any whose diction is so poor as 
to drive even students of long acquaintance to despair? Does 
conducting a class by pointing to a page in the casebook, 
mumbling a comment, then turning the page , mumbling 
another comment or two, then perhaps skipping a page before 
repeating the cycle even qualify as lecturing, let alone 
teaching? Are there classes so slow, so poorly run, and so ex-
cruciatingly dull that in the back row students can be seen 
reading newspapers or doing other work? Have we professors 
assigned to teach subjects in which their own backgrounds, 
even with the benefit of a teacher's prepar ation, are so limited 
that most questions raised by students are met with some 
variation on " Yes, that seems reasonable" even when con-
tradictory views are brought out? 
Perhaps we will be approved provisionally by the A.B.A. ir 
August. We fervently hope so. 
But if we are not approved, then we suggest that these 
questions shou ld be the starting point for further action. In 
fact , even if we are approved ... 
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'MAKING BOOK~ Nobody Knew They Were There 
Nobody Knew They Were There by Evan Hunter; 
paperback, New American Library, $ 1.25; reviewed 
by Robert Baylus 
I've always associated the fictional lawyer as a 
Perry Mason type character - an undaunted fighter 
for the right and innocent. A resourceful figure 
always dipping into his bag of tricks to pull out the 
surprise witness on p. 184 to completely demolish 
the DA's case. That's why I was so interested in Evan 
Hunter's new book, Nobody Knew They Were 
There. Hunter's lawyer narrator is not only out of 
the courtroom, but he is about to commit the 
supreme act of defiance - murdering the President 
of the United States. 
The time of the book is October, 1974; and the 
setting is the Western United States. A wave of 
fascism is sweeping the country. The Miranda and 
Escobedo decisions have been reversed. The Viet-
nam war drags on. Uprisings on the campuses have 
been bloodily put down. Repressive legislation has 
been passed to limit the First Amendment. The 
President embarks on a nationwide publicity stunt 
going from coast to coast in a train ironically dub-
bed "The Peace Train" as a show of unity. 
With a background of this desperation, a group of 
professors decide that they have no alternative but to 
assassinate the President. 
Hunter's premise is excellent. What would drive a 
group of law professors, law students, and lawyers-
people who have dedicated themselves to a concept 
of a society based on laws - not only to take the law 
into their hands but to play God and assassinate the 
elected head of the United States? In the interperate 
times that we live, this theme could have been a very 
useful and valuable one. But Hunter never addressed 
himself to this. 
The narrator, the self-appointed assassin, took a 
mistress in Chapter I page I and, for the rest of the 
book, we are given a rather poor tale out of "Sam's 
Secret Sweetheart." The mistress was a law student 
named Sara. Sara's presence in the group of plotters 
was never satisfactorily explained. She just seemed to 
be there. Unfortunately for the plotters, Sara had a 
habit of getting drunk every 10 pages and, when Sara 
got drunk, she made Jack Anderson look like the 
pinnacle of confidentiality. About the only nice 
thing I can say about Sara is that she had a straight A 
average in law school, which may also say something 
about the inadequacy of the grading system. 
Even without Sara, the plotters were in c redibl y 
amateurish. The assassin kept on calling his ho me of-
fice in New York to see how his wife and son were 
doing. He called through the hotel phone' The 
assassin did not have to be Matt Helm o r James 
Bond to realize that the monthly phone bill would 
lead the state police to his door after the 
assassination. 
On the who Ie , the group did everything but take 
out an advertisement in the local paper announc ing 
their intention of murdering the PreSident. 
But my biggest complaint with the book was Hun-
ter's refusal to go into any depth on the motivations 
of the characters. There was superficia l dialogue het-
ween the characters but never a full examination of 
why this action was necessary to the exc lusion of 
other types of protest. This would have heen much 
more interesting than having Sara go manic 
depressive on what a slob she's been . I t "'flU Id have 
breathed life into the characters. and Huntel \\fluld 
not have been stuck with a bunch of one dimen siflnal 
caricatures running around posturing for over lOO 
pages. 
I have one other pique with the book. Hunter con-
stantly padded his book with useless dialogue . The 
type of dialogue - not to be confused with conver-
sation - that added nothing but sevcral pages to the 
story . It went like this: 
"Why must weT 
"Because." 
"i3ut why?" 
"Because we have to." 
This was a constant use by Hunter. It annoyed me 
because I don't know of anyone - much less 
someone associated with law - who speak s like this. 
especially <i ll the tim e as the characters did . 
All in a ll . Nohody Kllew They Were There was a 
monumental cop out. This is a pity hecausc it could 
have been a fine book if Hunter had let the charac-
ters and plot develop on their own without using a 
lot of artificial garbage that was totally peripheral to 
the basic premise. It looks as if I'm left with Perry 
Mason and the surprise witness on p. 184. And this 
is just ct, artificiai a nd one dimensional a Hunter's 
lawyer-assass in . 
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Family Counseling Prisoner Counseling 
By B. Randolph Wellford 
One of the few outstanding 
intern projects at U.B. Law 
School is the Family Counseling 
Program. In the Fall of 1970, 
Mrs. Sandy Malawer. wife of 
Professor Stuart Malawer, came 
home from her job at the 
Family and Children's Society 
(FCS) asking lega l questions 
regarding her social work. En-
visions a splendid opport unity 
to establish some studen t field 
work, Professior Malawer 
communicated with Mr. Ernest 
Smith, Executive Director of 
the FCS and discussed the possi-
bility of instituting an intern 
program with U.B. These efforts 
c ulmin ated in the Spring of 
1971 with the au thor izat ion by 
members of the FCS Board of 
Managers for U.B. law students 
to do legal research for them. 
Incorporated in 1849 as the 
Association for Improving the 
Condition of the Poor, this 
eleem osynary institution has 
consolidated with other similar 
organizations no fewer than five 
times, so that as a result of the 
last merging on April 4, 1945 , 
the Family Welfare and Henry 
Watson Chi Id ren 's Aid Society 
of Baltimore, ·Inc . evo lved as 
the correct legal name for that 
body. 
The FCS is one of the three 
leadin g family counse ling 
facilities in Baltimore City, ad-
vising over 3 ,100 families last 
year. A second vital function of 
the FCS is to provide 
specialized foster care for 
children , and after exhausting 
all ocated funds of its own, does 
so on a contract basis from the 
Department of Social Services 
(DSS) of Baltimore City and 
Anne Arundel County. Other 
missions of the Society include 
advice to unwed parents, adop-
Reprinted from March, 1972 - Forum 
tion, care for the aged, and 
homemaking services. 
With income from the United 
fund. the purchase of services 
from the DSS , endowments, 
gifts, and fees from individual 
services (based on ability to 
pay), the FCS is able to main-
tain a staff of ninety -six em-
ployees, of which approximately 
forty-two are trained social 
workers. 
But, in orde r to solve 
numerous daily social 
problems, these workers are 
necessarily confronted with 
inherent legal complexities , 
hampering their progress 
primarily in the field of 
domestic relations, but a lso in 
that of torts, contracts, and 
agency. Many of the problems 
mentioned in Dean Isaacson's 
Domestic Relations course 
reoccur with severa l 
modifications, but through the 
pateince, guidance , and 
sometimes necessary assistance 
of the good Dean , these issues 
are defined and answered for 
the case workers. Frequent 
problems include liability of 
foster pa ren ts , d rug abuse by 
minors, paternity , insurance , 
and marital difficulties . 
An example of one of the lat-
ter is: Maya woman , ill-treated , 
but no physically beaten ; 
harrassed, but not to the extent 
of permanent mental damage; 
or supported, but not in the 
man ner to which she or her 
child ren was accustomed , have 
sufficient grounds to justify a 
divorce suit on the grounds of 
constructive abandonment in 
Maryland? (For those interested 
students, 189 Md 175 will be 
helpful). 
The work at FCS affords the 
law student an opportunity to 
make a practical application of 
the basic principles discussed in 
the classroom. It has been a 
distinct privilege to work 
closely with the FCS und e r the 
guidance of Professors Isaacson 
and Malawer, and we (Richard 
Mosse and I) have both gained 
invaluable experience from 
being affo rded ihis opportunity 
to shed some light on some 
previously darkened areas. 
Several positions will become 
avai lable at the end of this 
semester for future research on 
this project , and energetic ap-
plicants are invited to discuss 
the program with Dean Curtis, 
Mr. Malawer , or myself. 
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By Lance LiIien 
For the past three months, 
seven first and seco nd year law 
students have been involved in a 
Legal Counseling Project in the 
Diagnostic Section of the 
Maryland State Penitentiary. 
The Diagnostic Section 
classifies the inmate and deter-
mines where he will serve his 
time . Students assist the men in 
determining the legal avenue 
best suited to the needs' of the 
individual inmate in the Post-
Correction Process. Many of 
the men have counsel lln Iy at 
their trial, but are without 
counsel for any further 
remedies . The problems en-
co untered range from indigent 
appeals to interstat e detainers 
to Review of Sentence 
procedures. 
Six Attend Hague 
Presently. the program is only 
thrlOi; days a week , but Pen ilen-
. iary officia ls . pleased with the 
results of the program. favor ex-
pansion to five days a wlOek. At 
this time, no academic credit is 
available to students wllrking 
on the project, but an attempt 
will be made this semester to in-
cude prison counsel ing in the 
curriculum. 
International Law Academy 
Reprinted from November, 19 72 - Forum 
Six student s from the 
liniversity of Baltimore Law 
School a ttended the XUI 
Sessio n of The Hague Academy 
of Inte rn a tional Law this past 
summer. 
The sessiun was com prise d of 
lectures and seminars covering 
current topics in Pri\'a te and 
Public In ternational Law. Daily 
lecture s , which were 
sim ultaneously translated into 
English and Fren ch, were 
attended in the morning ho urs , 
while the afternoon was left to 
independ en t resea rc h and late 
afternoon seminars. Bo th 
periods of study were comprised 
of three o ne hour classes in the 
morning with lectures in Fre;.-:~. 
and English (with interpreters) 
on the general problem of that 
specific phase of Internati onal 
Law. 
This was then followed by a 
two h(,ur afte~;}oon session . 
dealing with the analysis of a 
specific legal problem. 
Conducting these lectures 
and seminars were 
represe ntatives o f Consular a nd 
Dipl o ma ti c Corps plus leading 
intell ec tu a l figu res in the 
international legal co mmunitv . 
Found ed hy the Andrew 
Carnegie Foundation the 
Academy is located in th ~ City 
o f The Hague, Holl and , at th r 
Pea ce Palace, also th e sits o f the 
Int ernational Court of Justice. 
Student s attending the 
Academy were: Claudette 
Pell etier ( Maryl a nd) , Pau l 
Shryver (Florida) , John Hopkins 
(Maryl a nd ), John Car n ey 
(FlOrida) , Richard Mosse 
( Pennsylvania), and Jeffrey 
.. :oseph (Ohio). 
The students invllived in the 
project are Michael Fagin (I st 
year); Lance Tateman (2nd 
year), Samuel T! uette (2nd 
year), Gabriel Poggi (2nd year). 
Glenn Cook (I st year) , Mary 
Louise Smith (2nd year). and 
Lance Lilien (2nd yea r . The 
project advisor is Pru fessor 
Royal Shannon house . 
Any student intereHed ill 
joining the p~ogram . please 
contact Gle.iIl Cook or Michael 
Fagin for details. Criminal Law 
and/or Criminal Procedure is 
preferrec' f(lr students entering 
the pr('Ject . 
MODERN BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC. 
Announces 
Courses for the MiJltistate and Local Maryland Bar 
given in conjunction with 
BAR REVIEW, INC. BRI 
(For complete information see ad on page 18) 
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Andrew A. Golitz Admiss;ons Director 
by Howard Barry Teller 
Effective July I, 1972 , Mr. 
Andrew A. Golitz will be 
appointed Director of Law 
School Admissions. He will se rve 
as an administrative assist an t to 
Dean Curtis. 
At the age of thirty-one, Mr. 
Andrew Golitz has received a 
Bachelor of Arts Degree at 
Washin gton and Jefferson and a 
J uris Doctorate Degree from the 
University of Baltimore. He has 
worked in the University 's 
admissions office for the past 
three years. He insists that a 
ca reer in top University 
Administration is his desired 
goal. 
At present, there are 1800 
applications filed for admission 
to The University of Baltimore 
School of Law for the Fall 1972 
semester; however , there are 
only ISO vacancies available in 
each of the day and evening 
New Assistant Dean Richard A. Buddeke 
A s the University of 
Baltimore School o f Law grows 
in s ize and sta tur e, the 
administration problems and 
decisions mUltiply by leaps and 
bounds . Dean Curtis has finally 
appointed an Assis tant Dean to 
heir alleviate the administrative 
workload he has had sin ce being 
in Baltimore . His choice for the 
new pos ition is Professor 
Ri chard A. Buddeke. 
services for law students . When 
queried of the greatest change he 
has noticed in his two years at 
Baltimore Law, he cited the 
"growing professional maturity 
on the part of the students." 
Professor Buddeke expressed 
hi s deep honor by the 
appointment to his student 
interviewer. In discuss ing his 
ideas conccrning the law school , 
Professor Buddeke stressed his 
overt desire to build a good law 
school. "The student body is the 
real basis for a good la w school ," ~ 
Professor Buddeke stressed 
the need for an active , non-class 
student/faculty dialogue. As 
Assis tant Dean , Professor 
Buddeke wants all students to 
know and understand that he 
seeks their opinion . "I am very 
interested in getting the pulse of 
the student body ," he stated, 
citing the fact that the law, and 
its study, is a professional field; 
this being the case, there is a 
grea t desire to establish a 
professional-type of 
student/faculty rapport. 
stated Budd eke, as he 
complimcnted the hard-working 
students he has come across in 
his two years at Baltimore. He 
feels Baltimore, as a city, has Richard A. Buddeke, new Assis-
much to otler the la wycr and tant Dean of Law School. 
Professor Buddeke received 
his 1.D. from George Washington 
University Law School and his 
L.L.M . from Columbia 
University Law School. During 
his long legal career in the 
government, Professor Buddeke law student and is an excellent 
environment within which to 
develop a new lega l educational 
syste m. 
Prof ess or Buddeke 
C III P has i z ed t h, e w 0 r d 
"di sc ipline" throughout his 
interview. " Law students must 
be taught to be prerared, to 
constantly review, and most 
important of all , to be thorough 
in their approach." "The law 
school should prepare students 
to effectively protect the rights 
of those who cannot protect 
themselves." 
The general duties of the 
Assistant Dean have yet to be 
specifically defined , although 
Professor Buddeke will be 
actively involved in the basic 
problem s of scheduling, 
curriculum, and other policy 
decisions. His presence will give 
Dean Curtis more time to held positions such as 
consider the larger problems Attorney-Advisor to United 
w hi ch confront the school, States Housing Authority and its 
faculty , and students. successor, the Federal Public 
Professor Buddeke will not be Housing Authority, and to the 
gone from the classroom. "I Secretary of Defense. Also 
wouldn't have taken the position Assistant General Counsel, 
if I couldn't teach. " Best guess Department of Defense, and 
at this moment is that he will see Assistant Solicitor, Department 
as many classes as Dean Curtis of the Interior. 
does. Professor Buddeke also held 
When asked what changes he several executive positions in the 
would like to see in the school, government, namely Director of 
Professor Buddeke responded Le gislative Programs for the 
wi t h the need for a more Department of Defense, and 
flexib le, viable curriculum. First Director of Legis lation, National 
year students should be broadly A era n aut i cs and Space 
exposed to all facets of the law, Administration. 
leaving second and third year The FORUM congratulates 
course selection more open to Assistant Dean Buddeke on his 
fields of their choice . Professor appointment, and wishes him 
Buddeke also stressed the need the best of luck in his new 
for personalized counseling endeavor. 
GINSBERG & GINSBERG 
BAR REVIEW COURSES 
AT BALTIMORE AND 
SILVER SPRING 
FOR MARYLAND JULY 1972 BAR EXAMINATION 
FULLEST COVERAGE FOR BOTH NEW MUL TITSTATE BAR EXAMINA-
TION AND MARYLAND BOARD'S TEST 
FINEST INSTRUCTION AS ALWAYS; ALL NEW MATERIAL; MOST 
THOROUGH TRAINING IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS 
COURSES AT BOTH BALTIMORE AND SILVER SPRING BEGIN : 
6 WEEK COURSE - JUNE 5, 1972 - TUITION $125. 00 and SHORT COURSE -
JULY 10, 1972 - TUITION $75.00 
LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL COURSES FOR MARYLAND BAR 
EXAMINATION; THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS. 
ENROLL NOW - WRITE OR PHONE GINSBERG & GINSBERG, SUITE 
402-306 N. CHARLES STREET, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
(301)539-4750 
division. With the May I, 1972 
filing deadline, an additional 200 
hundred applicants will file. This 
will swell the application total to 
approximately 2,000. 
Based on the applications 
s ub mit t ed there are certain 
interesting trends. About 65 
percent of day and 20 percent of 
evening applications forwarded 
tot he University are from 
non-Maryland residents, and 
approximately 1150 applicants 
are for the day division and 650 
for the evening division. If you 
project these two trends, the 
out-of-state and in-state 
application ratio will remain the 
sa me an d that there will be a 
total of 1300 day and 700 
evening applicants. All these 
projections point to certain 
unavoidable facts. For every 
available seat in the day law 
school there will be about nine 
applicants, and for every 
available seat in the night 
division there will be five 
applicants. The day school will 
be made up of a majority of 
non-residents and the night 
school will be made up of an 
overwhelming majority of 
residents . 
The applicants will be judged 
on two scholastic criteria; the 
CUMULATIVE GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE and the LAW 
SCHOOL APTITUDE TEST. 
These two quantitative measures 
will be weighed equally, 
however, when applicants have 
Andrew A. Golitz ... 1st Univer-
sity of Baltimore School of Law 
Admissions Director. 
identical credentials more weight 
will be given to the Maryland 
resident, and when two 
applicants are residents or 
non-residents with close to 
identical credentials then the 
Cumulative Point Average will 
be the deciding factor. 
Mr. Golitz had stated, 
"applications are coming in from 
Maine to Florida and from 
California to New.York, with 
some from foreign countries, 
especially Canada." He went on 
to say "There are a few 
applicants with scores of 700 or 
better on the LSAT'S, and 
others with grade point averages 
(Continued on page 9) 
International Law Society 
Open To Interested Students 
Reprinted from November, 1971 - Forum 
The Woodrow Wilson Society 
of International Law and Politics 
is the first professional law 
organization in the State of 
Maryland devoted exclusively to 
the study and advancement of 
international law. Founded in 
1970, the Society ' is open to 
membership to all interested 
students in the University. 
The Society coordinates a 
widely diversified program that 
enriches the student's experience 
whi le at the University. Among 
the programs and activities 
sponsored by the Society are the 
following: study programs, the 
Lecture Series , annual 
conferences, the international 
moot court team, annual essay 
contests, and graduate school 
information files . 
In the academic year. 
1970-1971 the Society 
sponsored the attendance of six 
students in Holland at The 
Hague Academy of International 
Law . The Lec ture Series 
consisted of addresses given by 
men prominent as either 
practitioners or scholars in the 
field of international law . Topics 
presented were on varied 
subjects with a special two-part 
se ries on professional 
opportunities in the fie ld of 
international law and business. 
The following is a list of 
speakers and their topics for 
academic year 1970-197); (1) 
Colonel Walter Solf; Legal 
Counsel Office Department of 
Defense . "Extraterritorial 
Criminal Jurisdiction and War 
Crimes." (2) Stephen Boyd, 
Esquire; Assistant Legal Adviser 
for the Middle East, Department 
of State. "Legal Problems 
Involved in a Middle East Peace 
Solution." (3) Mr . Otto 
Leonhardt; Executive 
Operations Officer, First 
National Bank of Maryland, 
International Department. 
"Ca reers fo r Lawyers in 
I nt er national Banking." (4) 
Sigmund Timberg, Esquire; 
practice in Washington, D.C. and 
Lecturer, Columbia University, 
Parker School of Foreign and 
Comparative Law . "Careers in 
the International Practlce -of 
Law." (5) Professor Joseph 
Kelly; Dickinson School of Law 
and retired Colonel (USAR). 
"Self-Defense in the Law of 
War." (6) Frank Newton: Legal 
Counsel in the Office of the 
Secretary of the Navy. "Current· 
Problems in the Law of the Sea: 
Pollution, the Environment and 
the 1973 Conference on the Law 
of the Sea." (7) Paul Larsen ; 
Office of the General Counsel, 
Department of Transportation . 
"International Law and the 
Control of Air Piracy ." (8) Lt. 
General Davis (USAF Ret .); 
Und e r Se c retary of 
Transportation, Department of 
Transportation. " U .S. Poli cy and 
Air Piracy in the 1970's." 
The annual conference 
sponsored by th e Society for 
1971 , " Air Piracy and 
International Law - Problems 
and Solutions for the 1970's" 
featured among others the 
Under Secretary of 
Transportation . The program 
included a panel discussion and 
the successful arguing of the 
1971 Phillip Jessup International 
Moot Court team . 
Support for the Society is by 
its members, the University and 
private contributions . The 
Society maintains information as 
to graduate and summer ~tudy in 
the area of international law and 
relations. The Society intends to 
sponsor in the future as part of 
their expanded annual program, 
Ie c ture tours to both the 
De part ment State and the 
United Nations. The Society also 
intends in the near future to 
sponsor publications in the field 
of international law . 
Until a formal recruitment 
program can be initiated for the 
year, all interested students are 
asked to leave their name in the 
Society's mailbox outside the 
Dean's Office. 
COlllpara,ive Reports 
If You Aren't Going To Be ' Lawyer, 
What Are Y ou Doing In Law School? 
Reprinted from the TeJas 
Law Forum, University of 
Texas School of Law dated 
April ., 1971. 
by JEFF GREENFIELD 
I don't remember when it 
first hit me. Maybe when I 
. was dissecting Hadley v. 
Baxendale, trying to figure 
out who go.t the shah. Maybe 
when we go.t to. capital gains in 
taxation. All I remember is a 
vo.ice, speaking with mystical 
clarity, saying, "Greenfield, if 
you do. this for the rest of your 
life, yo.u are going to go out of 
your mind." 
Well, I didn't. I have never 
tried a case, drafted a will or 
written a brief. Which is 
fortunate, since I never took a 
bar exam either and thus have 
no license to. practice law. 
Law degree and all, I am not 
no.w, nor have I eVf;r been, no.r 
do.. I intend to. be, a lawyer. 
Tqis has some drawbacks. 
For example, it is highly 
unlikely that I will ever be 
nominated to the United 
States Supreme Court. But 
mostly, I like no.t being a 
lawyer. I like no.t putting on a 
jacket and tie to wo.rk. I like 
not helping rich people get 
richer and I like reading and 
talking and writing English. 
But there is o.ne thing I do. 
no.t like. And that is having 
~PJ!EPle say to. me: "What? 
ALL that educatio.n and you're 
'.lo.t using it? What a waste!" 
No . it was no.t a waste . For 
all the bo.redom and o.c-
casio.nal stupidities o.f legal 
study, law school was very 
much wo.rth the time - even, Dr 
maybe espeCially, for 
somebo.dy who. realizes early 
in the game he will never 
practice law. 
Firs t, there are so.me 
vocations fo.r which law scho.o.l 
is almo.st indispensable. 
Politics, for example. It was 
De Tocqueville (and even if it 
wasn't, who can prove it?) 
who observed that in America, 
every political and so.cial 
problem so.oner or later 
becomes a legal question. It's 
an accurate o.bservation. The 
substantive part o.f politics -
the part that's separate from 
street campaigning and 
alignments - is invariably 
wrapped up in a legal 
argument o.f one kind or 
another. 
This is especially true when 
the kinds o.f po.litical questio.ns 
now being raised seek to 
challenge the po.wer: o.f major 
institutions - public and 
private. ODes the co.untry 
really have the right to draft 
its po.orest, wo.rst educated 
citizens? Does a ho.using 
autho.rity have the po.wer to 
wipe o.ut a neighborho.od to. 
benefit mercantile en-
terprises? Do the laws that 
protect women by restricting 
their employment really 
pro.tect them or do. they 
di~criminate against them? 
Can a corporatio.n get rid o.f its 
waste in the air and water 
witho.ut paying fo.r the Co.st o.f 
cleaning up those wastes? Can 
a high scho.ol student who 
wears bell-bottoms and 
distributes an "unauthorized" 
newspaper be summarily 
suspended or expelled? 
It's tempting, maybe even 
inevitable, to use yo.ur 
ideology in answering these 
kinds o.f questio.ns. But it 
do.esn't get yo.u very far. The 
o.nly way po.litics wo.rks is to. 
persuade other peo.ple to. look 
at an issue with a frame of 
reference - to. wrench them o.ut 
o.f o.ne attitude and o.ffer them 
a different one. 
What do.es , law scho.o.l 
educatio.n have to. do. with 
these kinds o.f political 
questions? Plenty. The o.b-
vious way fo.llo.ws fro.m the 
fact that peo.ple and in-
stitutio.ns have their rights 
and po.wers expanded or 
restricted by laws; it is 
asto.nishing ho.w helpful it is to. 
have the simple ability to. read 
legal language and translate it 
into. English. But beyo.nd this 
po.int, legal education forces 
yo.u co.nstantly to make 
distinctions and analo.gies. 
This case is different fro.m 
that case and similar to. a third 
case. Why? Because this fact 
is different and that fact is the 
same. 
Maybe it so.unds strange . 
but po.litical disco.urse pivo.ts 
o.n the ability to. persuade 
peo.ple to. make distinctions 
and equatio.ns in their o.wn 
minds. It to.ok three years 
before mo.st Americans 
abandoned their suppo.rt for 
the Vietnam War - support 
based predominantly o.n the 
Students Plan Protest 
Of Faculty Actions 
Reprinted from The Commentator, The Student Newspaper 
of the New York University Law Center 
At least 200 law students co.nvened in Tishman Audito.rium Monday 
afternoon to hear SBA spokesmen outline a variety of tactics for protesting 
what they called "arbitrary, oppressive and irresponsible" actions o.f the 
faculty . 
The meeting was planned after the March 15 faculty meeting, specifically 
in response to the faculty's refusal to. reopen discussion of grading guidelines, 
its refusal to cancel classes on the Jewish Holidays, its "summary dismissal" 
of governance reform (see p. 6), and its rejection of the Dean 's nominees to a 
special committee on minority students' academic problems. 
In a 9-count "indictment ," the SBA accused the faculty of "manipulating 
the grading system ... so that grades have become virtually meaningless"; 
"failing to grant students their rightful role in the governance of this 
institution"; treating minority group students unfairly ; "undercutting: the 
successful placement of students; and failing to publish and abide by the 
Scho.ol's own rules and regulations , in violation of "basic minimal 
requirements of due process." 
Additional charges of "malfeasance" and poor administration were 
supported by such specifics as late submission of grades, "verbal attacks on 
students in the c1assro.om," general inaccessibility to students, failure to assist 
the Moot Court Board and the editors of the Second Year Writing Program, 
and failure to assure adequate space and materials in the library. 
The planned protest ta ctics , designed in large part to publicize student 
grievances beyond the Law School, include research into a possible class 
action suit against the faculty , solicitations of pledges not to contribute to 
the School and preparation of critical letters for mailing to college placement 
offices. Following spring vacation , student leaders planned , if necessary , to 
launch "guerilla tactics" in classrooms , pressuring professors to discuss 
governance issues there . Other protest methods under consideration include 
organized requests by large groups of students to see their personal files or to 
discuss their exam papers and the mass resignation of students from Law 
School committees. 
Student reaction to the protest meeting was mixed. Although many 
students said they agreed with the goals o.f the protest, some objected that 
the SBA spokesmen failed to provide adequate background information on 
the faculty actions that were being attacked. 
no.tion that they had supported 
0ther wars and thus might as 
well go. along with this one. 
Time after time, leaders in 
the antiwar movement 
hammered away at this 
equation. No., Vietnam was not 
World War II, Ho Chi Minh 
was not Hitler, Nguyen Cao 
Ky was not Winston Churchill. 
But the message finally go.t 
through. 
Whether yo.u're working o.n 
a community o.rganizing 
project or taking part in a 
national debate, the ability to. 
use the tool of analytic 
distinctions is critical. I 
know both as a listener to 
and writer. of po.litical 
speeches that much o.f it is 
flaccid, dishonest and 
hypocritical. But the best of it 
is grounded in a clear visio.n of 
what you are trying to. make 
others see. And sInce so many 
people in law school have an 
interest in politics, it is worth 
pointing out that the very 
processes which seem most 
irrelevant - the incessant 
pouring over the detailed and 
ancient cases - provide un-
beatable exercise. 
(I remember o.ne day when 
the "Leaders of Tomorro.w" 
spent an entire h9ur trying to 
figure out what made a par-
ticular case special. A 
misplaced co.mma? 
Geo.rgraphy? No., it turned out 
to be the date. World War I 
had broken out right after the 
contract had been made which 
meant that the seller could get 
10 times the price for his 
go.o.ds. I do.n't remember 
anything else about the case -
or about contracts, for that 
matter - but I never forgot the 
importance o.f minute details 
to. important questio.ns .) 
Politics, however, is not the 
su m total o.f the human ex-
perience. But even if what you 
wind up doing is completely 
remo.ved from the world of the 
law, the process of law schoo.l 
is almost inherently useful. I 
don't mean what you learn but 
how yo.u learn it. 
Take, as the ultimate 
example, the game between 
the brow-beating professor 
and the uncertain student. The 
pattern is ritualistic; the 
professor challenges virtually 
every statement made by the 
student, cuts him o.ff, thro.ws 
three irrelevant questions in 
the student's path, and, if the 
pro.fesso.r is having a par-
ticularly go.od day, reduces 
the student to the ro.le of 
driveling idio.t. 
So.m e law students I've 
talked to regard this process 
as manipulative . Of co.urse it 
is. It's manipulative in the 
same way that phys ical 
exericse is structured and 
demanding . But the payo.ff, I 
think, is enormo.us. 
First, it's ano.ther lesson in 
making sure you know what 
you're talking about. When 
yo.u know that an intense 
grilling is ahead, you just may 
make the extra effort to ask 
yo.urself every co.nceivable 
question about a case or 
dispute . Second, it's in -
valuable experience in 
thinking and taiking on your 
feet. And I can't think of any 
area or work where that 
doesn't turn ')ut to be an asset. 
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Finally, despite the initial 
blows to the ego., this kind o.f 
classroom gladiatorial contes t 
ultimately reinforces self-
confidence. There is no. 
greater pleasure in law scho.o.l 
(at least during class ho.urs) 
than kno.wing you know what 
yo.u're talking about, and 
resisting the temptation to 
abandon a right answer for a 
wrong one. 
None o.f this means tha t 
there aren't problems to. 
staying in law school once you 
realiz(l that the practice o.f law 
isn't for you. In the first place, 
the incentive to discipline ones 
self to the long hours of study 
becomes somewhat vague and 
seco.ndly the curriculum is not 
always the most stimulating. 
Creditor'S Rights and Tax are 
perfect examples. 
The same thing applies to 
moot Co.urt, which is terrifying 
to. an astonishingly high 
number o.f first-year students. 
It takes time, but the research 
and rehearsal is better that 
what happened to. one friend of 
mine, who nervously lo.cked 
his legs at the knees so. he'd 
stand up straight. After 20 
minutes, the circulatio.n was 
cut off so badly that he fainted 
dead away in the middle o.f the 
argument. 
Beyo.nd the first year, it's a 
matter of choice. Some law 
schools have shaken up thE' 
curriculum enough so. that the 
second and third years can 
actually be interesting. If no.t 
and especially if yo.u're not 
bound fo.r a law firm or 
practice, it's easy to get into 
whatever really interests yo.u 
and stay in law schooL If it's 
writing, write. If it's acting. 
use the university theater. If 
it's po.litical o.rganizing, go 
ahead. Because once you get 
the knack o.f "doing" legal 
thinking, it becomes almost 
seco.nd nature. It's like what 
the drunk who fell down the 
elevator shaft said, "That first 
step is a bitch ." . 
Despite some occupatio.nal 
hazards (pale skin, bloodshot 
eyes, a gamy aroma now and 
then), it will be time well 
spent. Because you will 
reali~e that for all the go.od 
marks Dr Phi Beta Kappa 
keys, almost nobody in college 
ever really demanded that you 
think and reason as hard and 
as well as you are able . Here, 
in fact, the very insanty of 
legal language helps this 
process. You have to. unravel 
the threads df an argument 
piece by piece - and the 
complexity of the language 
forces you to do it slowly and 
ca refully . 
I know there are times when 
the whol" exerdse seems 
fruitless. The first time you 
watch your colleaguas put on 
three-piece suits fo.r their 
Covington and Burling in-
terviews, it can drive future 
layment o.ut of control. Stick 
with it, I implore you. If 
no.thing else, it beats working. 
Jeff Greenfield, a graduate of 
Yale Law School and former 
speech writer for Senator 
Robert F. Kennedy a~d Mayor 
...John V. Lindsay, now Is a free-
lance writer in New York ety. 
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LAW DAY U.S.A •••• TODAY AND TOMORROW 
by 
Jeffrey H. Joseph 
(Articles Editors, University of 
Baltimore, Law Review) 
Today is LAW DAY, U.S.A. 
A special day has been created 
for Americans to pause and 
reflect upon the role of law in 
improving our society and 
strengthening the legal process. 
It is vividly apparent that the 
lcgal profession is actively 
engaged in a wide variety of 
programs and reforms . Students 
and lawyers are vigorously 
working on environmental and 
social reforms, and are trying to 
increase the efficiency and 
in their own fashion, they can 
defend clients and promote 
causes, that, in their view, are 
neglected by the established 
profession. 
The law has become a tool to 
fashion social change; and 
rightfully so. This is indeed what 
it was intended for. It is only 
logical that the legal 
establishment should become 
t he prime mover in the 
evaluation of American Law and 
change within the legal system. 
The activist lawyer leads the 
charge on three fronts. With a 
large amount of government 
financial aid, the Poverty 
Lawyer attempts to aid the poor 
and the black, who are 
William Kunstler ... one of the year's speakers 
fairness of the legal system itself. 
Such efforts are certainly 
laudable. However, one must not 
los.: sight of the fact that while 
we have come here today to 
praise Caesar, a revolution is 
rapidly progressing throughout 
the very thin structure of the 
Scales of Justice. 
At this moment, there are 
many angry, young lawyers who 
are indicting the profession for 
neglecting its responsibilities. 
While they may spark some 
refreshing changes, such as LAW 
DA Y, U.S.A ., they are also 
putting new strains on an 
a lready overburdened legal 
system. Critics as prominent as 
Warren Burger have complained 
that the legal profe.sion is most 
definitely failing to meet its 
responsibilities to keep the legal 
system functioning smoothly, 
and to uphold reasonable 
standards of ability and 
discipline among its members. 
A direct result of this 
credibility gap has found many 
of the better young Jaw 
graduates shunning comfortable 
careers with prestigious firms to 
join neighborhood law offices or 
public interest law firms . Here, 
notoriously under-educated, and 
as such, are constant victims of 
consumer fraud . The Poverty 
La wyer will diiigen tly re presen t 
the indigent in a criminal case, 
much to the surprise of the 
old -fashioned, court-appointed 
counsel. 
The Ralph Nader - Public 
Interest lawyer finds himself 
actively engaged in trying to 
make government and big 
business more res ponsi ve to the 
wishes of the common man . 
These law yers receive no great 
monetar y rewards for their 
efforts. It is their hope that the 
effort is simply appreciated. 
The Radical Lawyer takes it 
upon himself to represent 
outcast political and cultural 
groups, much to the chagrin of 
those members of our society 
who do not see the need, or even 
the in herent right in this action . 
The Black Panthers, 
Draft-Dodgers, Anti-War Groups, 
and similar others are very 
gra teful for the interest 
expressed by followers of this 
legal cult. Hardly no one else is. 
Change does not come 
swiftly, nor easily. The ideas and 
interests of the majority of 
Arthur Turco - Activist lawyer speaking in Langsdale Auditorium to law students. 
" today's la wyers will never 
change. Over one-half of our 
215,000 practicing attorneys in 
this country work alone, usually 
near an old, county courthouse, 
, and wait for whatever kind of 
business comes along. Whether it 
be a will to be drafted, an estate 
to be probated, a minor criminal 
matter, or a simple divorce, this 
lawyer's attitude will never 
change. His concern, a very real 
one, will be to make a living. 
The average income from such a 
general practice is only in the 
vicinity of $13,000 a year. Many 
truck drivers and construction 
workers earn more. 
More money, and more 
opportunities exist in the 
specialized firms. If one can 
beco me a proprietary partner, or 
even a salaried associate, he can 
look forward to a fairly secure 
income. As a matter of fact, 
some of the young activist 
lawyers are now swinging to the 
right of the political pendulum 
as they become frustrated in 
their ten-round bout with the 
system, and decide that it is 
easier, and more profitable to 
switch, rather than fight. 
If one does not have a great 
desire to practice law after 
receiving his legal education, he 
may put his experiences to work 
in other directions. Everyone 
knows that law is a great 
springboard for either politics or 
business. Twenty-four of 
thirty-seven United State's 
Presidents were lawyers. Over 
60% of the U.S. Congress and 
state legislatures are composed 
of lawyers . Of course, all have 
heard of at least one lawyer who 
got into the inside track of a 
business and made a fortune. 
The legal profession certainly 
appears to be one of great 
splendor, with opportunities for 
one and all. It apparently 
provides the right pathway to all 
legal goals, whether they be 
political, ideorogical, moral, or 
monetary. At least up to now. 
But what of tomorrow? 
What will the future hold for 
the law student of today? The 
82,000 students now enrolled in 
law schools equal one-third of 
the lawyers currently in private 
practice. It has only recently 
become apparent that this 
country's law schools are turning 
out graduates at more than twice 
the rate of a decade ago, and 
even at the present rate, which is 
expected to accelerate, the size 
oft he legal profession will 
double within 10 years. 
What can be done to create 
room in the system for the 
young graduates? Should bar 
exams be made easier to pass, or 
harder, to protect the economic 
stability of the practicing 
lawyer? No definite answers will 
be given to these questions by 
anyone at this point. But 
everyone is slowly becoming 
aware of the fact that responses 
will have to be supplied soon. 
Robert W. Meserve, 
president-elect of the A.B.A. has 
resolutely stated, "If you think 
we've seen disruption before, 
think what it would be if we 
were pouring out 115,000 
qualified lawyers each year who 
could find nothing to do but 
raise hell with the 
system." Today's society is 
not geared to help every member 
receive his rights. There is a 
strong need for more lawyers, 
but will the system allow this 
void to be filled? An increase in 
legal resources will help to 
alleviate the great problem and 
expense. of litigation facing most 
members of society. Our legal 
system should be redesigned so 
that not only the poor receive 
legal assistance, but also the 
middle class. There is a great 
deal of injustice in a system 
which requires a man to spend 
several times his annual income 
on litigation over that salary. 
The system must be made less 
expensive, and less time 
consuming. The next logical 
question is, how can one best 
effectuate change within the 
system? A possible solution is 
through the education, or 
re-education of law students. 
Conseq uently, changes must be 
made in legal education. 
The law school should 
supplement legal education with 
a program that will make the 
future lawyer responsive to the 
economics and social problems 
of the system. This calls for 
more clinical and research 
programs. The real weakness of 
law schools is that students get a 
minimal level of competence 
during the first year, and then 
do nothing beyond that. 
Everything becomes a repeat of 
techniques with different 
substantive rules. The principal 
problem is that people do not 
learn to think carefully enough, 
as there are limits as to how far 
people can be pushed in a large 
classroom. The best way to deal 
(Continued on page 9) 
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Can Their Be Justice 
Under Law 
Law and Society: Viable COlpanions~ 
by Edwin O. Wenck 
Managing Editor, 
Univ. of Baltimore Law Review 
One wonders what is this 
"justice under the law" that we 
celebrate on , Law Day. We 
claim it is justice of law and not 
. of men, but do not men ad-
minister the law and do not 
men write the law? For a hun-
dred years it was the law of 
"separate but equal" and then it 
became the law that separate 
was not equal. Men were 
responsible for that change! 
Recognizing the law not as a 
static, once for all time entity 
but a dynamic body of rules that 
reflect, hopefully, the best of 
men and their value systems we 
do well to raise seriously the 
question: what value systems do 
our present rules (law) reflect 
and are they adequate, in an age 
of rapid social change, to offer 
justice to the citizens who live 
under them? 
Our legal profession, the 
lawyers, judges, students, and 
professors, are the custodians of 
the effectiveness of our system 
of law and whether or not 
justice is done. To our 
profession we bring our value 
systems which inform us as to 
how we shall operate within that 
profession. 
Our canons reflect a 
minimum of responsibility . 
With our stress of the advocate 
role "expediency" often is the 
compelling motivating force. 
Clients are especially eager for 
"justice" when it conforms to 
their own desires. This is true 
whether the client is an in-
dividual or an individual entity 
~:~~h _A~ a corporation . 
"Justice" for the oil company 
might be lifting of the injunc-
tion of the Alaskan oil line. 
"Justice" for conservationist 
might be a permanent ban of 
that very same line. 
"Justice" for the criminal 
Law Day 
(Continued from page 8) 
with the law students is in a 
small group, or on paper, where 
the student has a change to 
think things out more carefully . 
La w school should be 
certainly more than a 
cram-course for the bar exam. 
The interest of the law 
curriculum should be concerned 
with not only what the law is, 
but also with what, and whom 
the system serves . This analyticaJ 
approach will illuminate the 
problems and teach us what the 
law ought to be . This will enable 
the system to better serve the 
members of society, After all, 
the word, LAW means a role of 
conduct , recognized by custom 
or decreed by formal enactment, 
considered by a community, 
nation, or other authoritatively 
constituted group as binding on 
its members. It is about time the 
majority got what it wanted. 
Is justice blind? Although she 
blindfolds herself for the sake of 
perfect objectivity toward those 
who come before her , it is hoped 
that she sees the problem. 
However, in the Peace Palace , 
home of the International Court 
of Justice in the Hague , stands a 
familiar, but not similar model 
of Justice. She is identical with 
one exception ; there is no 
blindfold, and is entitled, "A 
New Concept of Justice." 
It is for developments such as 
this that Americans should all 
stop and reflect the role of law 
in our land. Today is LAW DAY, 
U.S .A. 
suspect might be strict 
adherence to the "Miranda 
Rule". "Justice" for the victim 
of the increasing crime in the 
streets might be the hearing of 
his confession of fear . 
Again it will be men applying 
our laws who will administer 
the laws and mete out any 
"justice." 
By and large our system has 
worked well for our first two 
hundred years, but what of now 
and the future? It would be 
belaboring the obvious to recite 
the increasing rapidity of 
change current in our culture. 
This rapid change has brought 
increasing stress to our system 
and institutions. 
Our system of law with its 
series of checks and balances 
makes sense in our imperfect 
world, but it does require two 
things: one, the balances must 
stay in balance. If one group is 
able to grasp too much power 
be that group a union, cor-
poration or whatever, the 
"justice" of the system breaks 
down. Two, the members of our 
profession who administer this 
system of balances must exercise 
more personal responsibility 
then the average citizen for we 
are the stewards of the system 
charged with seeing that the 
system stays in balance. 
Un less we of the legal 
profession respond with a con-
cern beyond ourselves and 
yesterday's client, we shall only 
add to the further stress upon 
our system of law and perhaps 
its demise. 
True, ours is a "system of law 
not men" but when honest with 
ourselves that system will only 
be as good as the profession 
charged with the responsibility 
of seeing that the system works 
justice in a balanced, evenhan-
ded manner. 
by 
Stuart M. Goldberg 
Editor-in-Chief, The FORUM, 
University of Baltimore, School 
of Law) 
What is a criminal? According 
to Black's Law Dictionary , the 
noun criminal means, "One who 
has committed a criminal 
offense; one who has been 
legally convicted of crime; one 
Golitz 
(Continued from page 6) 
above 3.5." It is not difficult to 
say that due to the application 
explosion that considerable 
higher scores are going to be 
needed in the future. 
Up to date two hundred 
acceptances have been mailed to 
law school aspirants. Forty-two 
have responded by forwarding a 
deposit and there are still twelve 
days remaining for this group to 
answer the invitation to attend 
law school. 
Two notable features will be 
added to the law school 
admission program next fall. The 
law school will require everyone 
interested in attending to file 
with the Law School Data 
Assembly Service (LSDAS). The 
LSDAS will screen and provide a 
profile of all applicants for 
admission . Secondly, according 
to Mr. Golitz, "we are going to 
out compete ourselves - by 
actively recruiting potential 
superior law students, through 
visitations to various schools." 
At the close of the interview, 
all Mr. Golitz could say was "I 
wish the phone would stop 
ringing - just for awhile ... I wish 
" 
New SBA Officers, (J-d Bart Walker, 'Treasurer; Carl A. Maio, Presi-
dent; Keith Jones, Vice-President, Mel Walwyn, Secretary. 
Winners of the Moot Court Competition from the evening school, 
Thomas J. Mace, Douglas G. Logan, and John M. Lawlor. 
adjudged guilty of crime." To 
some the word "criminal" is 
synonymous with "retribution." 
If one had committed some act 
that went against the grain of 
society as serious as stealing 
bread for his starving family, and 
he was caught, that person knew 
there would be a penalty to pay 
usuaHy in the form of 
punishment - "retrihution." 
For the more obvious crimes 
such as murder, rape, burglary , 
etc., procedures were simplified 
and trials were "holier than 
thou," unlike the recent Black 
Panther trial of Bobby Seale. As 
an end result, it was observed 
that the guilty were caught, 
tried, convicted, and 
subsequently punished. They 
were isolated from society, with 
that society's morals being 
justified once more. 
It can be traced down 
through the centuries that the 
criminal in society has always 
been stereotyped as an "enemy 
of the people," and "an enemy 
of that society." A society, that 
in reality made him what he is. 
He is the one that always seems 
to be charged with such minor 
viola tions as disturbing the 
peace, refusing to disperse, and 
refusing to stop thinking about 
bettering his environment. 
There is a theory espoused by 
some called "overcriminaliza-
tion." This theory deals with 
offenses such as vagrancy, 
alcolholism, prostitution, etc. -
crimes that in reality are social 
problems. Society is slowly 
awakening to these social 
problems, as is evidenced by the 
way alcoholics are now being 
considered and treated. 
Alcoholics are sick people and 
not criminals, and their 
afflication is not a crime, but 
rather a disease . This concept of 
treating the alcoholic as a sick 
person did not come overnight, 
but after years of protest. 
There is an old area of new 
concern - that of prostitution. 
Question, what would happen if 
prostitution was legalized in this 
country? Prostitution is legal in 
some European cities and they 
seem to get good results. It 
surely could not hurt to pass 
'legislation legalizing prostitution 
fo r if satisfactory results were 
not obtained , society can always 
repeal or re-Iegislate. 
With respect to the criminal -
can he reaJly become reoriented 
back into our society again after 
paying his dues for abandoning 
it or escaping from it? There is 
what I call the "carefully 
design e d plan" of 
re-indoctrination, He is , after 
conviction - isolated and placed 
into a new climati c atmosphere 
(the prison). In this new society, 
he will lose any and all social 
responsibility that he may have 
had. He is thus instru cted to do 
this and prohibited fro m doing 
that and is in reality 
" d e humani zed." This 
dehumanization hides under the 
name of "Justice." Stop for a 
second and place yourself in his 
position. Can you imagine his 
nightmares, his "daymares?" 
Have you ever wondered what 
they think about on the way to 
this new environment? One can 
only presume his inner most 
thoughts are not solely restricted 
to repaying his debt back to 
society. 
With relation to minor 
offenders, w h y not tr y 
something unique; have the 
alleged criminal work off his 
debt to society by being 
sentenced to work in the 
community and not sentenced 
to a "school for criminals." By 
placing these minor offenders 
back into society this may 
alleviate any resurgence of 
criminal tendencies, and surely 
will not further expose him to 
what is referred to as the "hard 
core element" of society. This 
trend to place people in 
confinement for what they've 
done, or were about to do at 
some possible future date must 
be re-evaluated. 
There is a rule of thumb that 
for anyone person that may 
commit a crime in the future, 
there will be ten others who will 
be wrongfully adjudged guilty of 
a crime. 
It is believed that law is the 
strange element of society which 
imposes regulations, con trois , 
instructions, and directions upon 
its people's behavior. 
We find more and more 
'thought being given to the 
concept that legality and 
'behaviorism join forces. Don't 
we already consider law as being 
the most powerful channel in 
directing a person's behavior - or 
do we? 
' Is law that true element for 
this redirection of human 
behavior? Maybe it is a special 
devise for the application of 
society's imposition of authority 
over the individual. 
It is observed that this 
powerful instrument of law has a 
well defined limit to one's 
conduct, this carries along with 
it society's permission to 
enforcement, crippled with the 
guarantee that society comply 
with the stated law. However, 
the law must acquire a 
knowledge to meet the new 
relevant changes of the society. 
Law and retribution no 
longer have to be used in the 
same context as "authority." 
There should be an interest in 
some form of effective 
treatment. We have seen too 
many times - might does not 
necessarily make right. 
One final interjection - that is 
related to this article. There is a 
fast becoming popular ideology 
of beh~viorism which is 
esponded by B.F. Skinner, who 
believes "that man is now, was , 
and always has been the total 
concoction of his society." This 
is founded on the premise that 
states all human actions are a 
direct series of res ponses to an 
environ men tal stirn uli. 
We find that those who pass 
upon laws ma ybe lmkno\\ingly 
creating an environment that 
over a period of years will force 
society into a form of unwanted 
control and direction. This 
control may be a form of slo\'/ 
brainwash, where the intent i ~ 
for the protection of society 
but may h~ve a side effect of 
control. For all we know, he 
may be right. After all, look at 
the recent movie, "A Clockwork 
Orange?" 
Fyodor Dostoyevski: The 
Brothers Karamazov, 1880 , " If 
you can take upon yourself the 
crime of the criminal your heart 
is judging, take it at once , suffer 
for him yourself, and let him go 
without reproach. And even if 
the law itself makes you his 
judge act in the same spirit so far 
as possible , for he will go away 
and con demn himself more 
bitterly than you have done ." 
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Adam's Rib 
You are one, I am one, we are one... or are we? This 
special issue of The Forum is dedicated to you, the alumni of 
this great school. I have said that we are a great law school; 
this is not an idle boast. You have distinguished yourselves 
in all forms of government, on all levels including Vice 
President of the United States; you have honored your school 
by becoming integral components of business and industry, 
not to mention those acclaimed jurists and members of the 
legal profession. 
But, with all of your distinction, honor, and acclaim, many 
of you have forgotten your humble beginnings here at 
Baltimore. 
We are "Adam" and you are our "rib;" without our law. 
school, many of you might not be where you are today. 
Think back for a moment to your days at school. Was 
there ever a moment that gave you some form of enjoyment, 
pride, a feeling of accomplishment? If so, don't you agree 
that that, in itself, deserves some sort of thank-you.? Would it 
be too much to contribute a dollar, two, five, or even one 
hundred? 
We man not be on the verge of financial disaster, but that 
day may come. We may not need a new law school complex, 
books and more professors today, but we will in the near 
future. 
As a student here, didn't you want the best? Perhaps there 
was a time when you wondered where the alumni were. It 
certainly is no different for the student of today. What do 
these students deserve? That decision could very well be 
yours, couldn't it? 
If you are saying to yourself, "What can I do?" the answer 
is quite a bit. Support your Alumni Association through the 
Roll Call. Become active in alumni activities. Support the 
new Law School Placement Office; this is vital to our growth, 
and yours. Remember; these things will not get done without 
you; you are our only alumni. Please help. 
Stuart M. Goldberg 
A Note to Our Readers 
This month, The Forum has combined student news with 
alumni activities. The purpose is rather ovious. We want 
both sets of readers to have articles aimed directly at them, 
for their enjoyment. We have also included articles from past 
issues that we hope the alumni will enjoy reading; these will 
also give them an idea of the programs offered in our school. 
A short word about The Forum. We are a year old and 
think we have grown quite a bit. We appreciate all the help 
we have had from the administration during the past year in 
trying to make The Forum as frequent a publication as 
possible. We appreciate the fine work we have had from the 
staff. We hope to have the same interest and response in the 
fall. At this time, we would like to reprint the purpose of The 
Forum from the initial, March 1971 Forum : 
A Public Trust. .. 
When one is entrusted to publish news,that trust becomes a 
public one. Any acceptance of a lesser service is a betrayal of 
that trust. 
At our iaw school, we find just such a trust. It comes in the 
form of an official law school newspaper - The Forum. 
At the outset let it be said that The Forum will be one of 
clear thinking, clear statement, accuracy and fairness, with a 
relevance to the changing times . 
It thus becomes necessary to list our statement of prin-
ciples, for this public trust: 
I. The news will not be suppressed for any consideration, 
except when the welfare of society is at stake. 
2. No advertisement, news or feature story or editorial 
column will be printed unless it meets the standards of help-
ful truth and clearness. 
3. All news will be reported fully on the face of confirmed 
facts and through investigation. 
4. The Forum will offer "constructive criticism" when 
such crit ici sm is merited. 
5. Thp Forum will accept "constructive criticism" when 
such merits. 
6. The Forum will disseminate the news not only within 
the University complex, but will explore any and all relevant 
news from outside our boundaries . 
T he gauntlet of repo rting the news and disseminating it 
fairly has been thrown at our feet. We of The Forum pick up 
that gauntlet and accept this c hallenge. 
-SMG 
This issue of the Forum being 
designed primarily to inform 
alumni of happenings of the 
School, so too are these 
comments. They may, therefore, 
be somewhat repetitive of those 
I have made to inform the 
students in previous issues. I am 
sure that foremost in the minds 
of the alumni, as in those of the 
students, is our status for 
American Bar Association 
approval. 
We were inspected by the 
American Bar Association 
representative, Professor Millard 
Ruud, Consultant on Legal 
Education to the ABA, last 
November. Th(! report of his 
findings was submitted to the 
ABA Council on Legal 
Education and Admissions to 
the Bar at its meeting in New 
Orleans in February. President 
Turner and I attended that 
meeting and we were 
interviewed . by the Council's 
A ccreditation Committee and 
then the Council. At the 
conclusion of its deliberations, 
we were advised that the Council 
wished to take a second look at 
our Bar-passing percentages and 
at our full-time faculty-student 
ratio at its meeting in San 
Francisco in August prior to 
committing itself ' to a 
rec~mmendation of approval at 
this time. Inasmuch as in any 
event we would have had to 
clear through the Section on 
Legal Education and Admissions 
to the Bar at the August meeting 
before we could receive 
professional approval, this does 
not affect the timing of that 
approval, although it would have 
been a tremendous morale 
booster had we received the 
Council's recommendation in 
February . We expect to be able 
to meet all factors at this next 
meeting and we are hopeful that 
the professional approval will be 
given by the ABA House of 
Delegates at the conclusion of 
the August meeting. I suppose 
that the ' big question in the 
minds of alumni is as to what 
retroactivity might be given to 
that hopeful August approval. 
My answer is that the ABA 
cannot its e lf give any 
retroactivity as it would be thus 
forcing its determination u pon 
the individual Boards of Bar 
Examiners of the States . Thus, 
the matter of retroactivity is 
wholly within the jurisdiction of 
the respective Boards. 
I expect that the alumni have 
received a copy of the first issue 
of our University of Baltimore 
Law Review by this time. If you 
have no t received the issue, you 
may write to me and I will be 
ver y glad to forward a copy to 
you. We are asking for donations 
to help us endow the Law 
Review and permit us to publish 
periodically in the future. 
Donations needed to accomplish 
that objective must average $25 
per alumnus. We have had a 
most appreciative, but somewhat 
disappointing, response to date . 
I am sure that you will share our 
pride in the (worth, work) of 
this Law Review and I ask those 
who have not yet contributed to 
please help us out in this regard. 
Checks may be sent to me, 
flagged for the Law Review 
Fund. 
It has become increasingly 
difficult for law graduates to 
find good positions in these 
times when th e available 
p osi t ions are less than the 
number of graduates. We need to 
by Dean Joseph Curtis 
improve our facilities for the 
placement of our graduates and 
we are now searching for a 
full-time Director of Law School 
Placement to serve with Mr. 
Telfair Leimbach, the 
University's Director of 
Placement . We hope to fill this 
position with someone who has 
good familiarity with the legal 
profession and judiciary 
throughout the State. Personnel 
experience would also be most 
helpful. If you know of someone 
who has these qualifications to 
fill the Directorship position, I 
would appreciate hearing from 
you. Also, please kee pour 
graduates well in mind if you 
have associate positions available 
in your law firm. 
The Law faculty and I extend 
our best wishes to the alumni 
and we look forward to good 
developments in the ensuing 
school year. 
A Matter of Honor 
The Forum applauds the (SBA) "Honor Court's" recent decision 
to "go public," but we note several remaining aspects of the court's 
operations urgently in need of correction. 
One would have imagined that any students appointed as judges 
would meet certain minimal educational standards. Certainly every 
judge would have had, we could only presume, those courses in 
criminal law and evidence, to say nothing of criminal procedure, 
civil procedure, or constitutional law, all of which have a rather 
direct bearing on a judge's ability to function competently as a 
jurist. But the principle of representation of all classes in this 
school was apparently given precedence over the principle that 
.judges should have at least academic preparation of a minimal sort 
for their roles. 
This omission was all the more serious, The Forum suggests, 
while the entire operation of the court was in secret, since abuses, 
whether due to lack of competence or any other motives, were cer-
tain to be thereby concealed and insulated from legitimate criticism 
by the individuals over whom the court Claims jurisdiction. 
Not surprisingly, the recent "Honor Court" appointments leave 
something to be desired; as to procedure as well, very much to be 
desired. 
One immediately begins to wonder if the appointment process is , 
in reality, the best possible method of selection of judges for our 
law school or any law school. 
In essence, the first step in the selection process was that announ-
cements were quietly made and obscurely posted notifying all in-
terested students would get interviewed before the SBA Executive 
Council. 
It was learned by The Forum that all SBA Executive Council 
Members did in fact vote for the candidates that were appointed, 
but all SBA Executive Council members did not interview those 
nominees nor were present for all nominees' interviews. What this 
means is that some SBA Executive Council members did cast a vote 
without personally knowing or hearing about the nominees. 
There may have been general questions about qualifications or 
lack of qualifications brought up on such a person a l level. There 
may also have been a "tarnished record " that could have been 
questioned concerning a nominee .. Was there? 
This is what The Forum considers an arbitrary type of appoint-
ment'- and is a gross misuse of SBA executive power, and a direct 
"slap in the face'.' to all SBA members. 
The Forum now poses questions , serious in nature, to be brought 
up in a Forum edito rial. Did the SBA Executive Council in all fair-
ness and duty to its constituents , revi ew the nomin ees' 
qualifications and records? Did all SBA Executive Council mem-
bers individually question all of the interested students and sub-
sequently give due criticism or praise? Was there any "outside" 
pressure placed on any or a ll SBA Executive Co uncil members to 
(Continued on page 19) 
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Modern Rape laws: An Assault on 
Reprinted from t he Advocate, Nation-
al Law Center, The George washlng-
to'n' unlvers l ty. 
In the District of Columbia, 
there are two types of rape : rape 
and statutory rape. Statutory 
rape is defined as penetration of 
a female under sixteen . There is 
a conclusive presumption that 
the victim did not consent, 
thereby eliminating consent as a 
defense. Also, lack of knowledge 
of the woman being under 
sixteen is no defense . 
Ms. Mautner, a Georgetown 
Legal I ntern, believes the 
rationale of th is law is that · 
women under sixteen have no ' 
sexual feelings, thereby being , 
unable to consent to sexual 
intercourse. As it is rather ' 
obvious that women under I 
sixteen do have sexual 
intercourse, she wants the law 
changed either by lowering the 
age or by reducing the 
conclusive presumption to 
rebuttable presumption . 
Rape requires penetration, 
force, and lack of consent. There 
must be corroboration of the 
three requirements and identity 
of the rapist. This can be 
circumstantial evidence such as 
penetration can be corroborated 
by medical examination, force 
by torn clothes or bruises, lack 
of consent by unfamiliarity with 
the rapist and identity by 
adequate opportu n ity to 
observe . 
Ms. Mautner sees two 
problems with the law that 
makes it unusually difficult to 
get a conviction; the 
requirement of force and lack of 
consent, and the corroboration 
of each requirement. While the 
sex squad of the District of 
Columbia advises women to 
submit if there is any intimation· 
of violence, the law has more 
stri ngent criteria for force and 
lack of consent. Many times the 
rapist will tell the victim he is 
carrying a weapon and will kill 
her if she does not cooperate. 
The woman will take him at his 
word and submit rather than be 
killed or maimed. 
However, once in court, the 
defense will impeach her 
credibility and make it more 
difficult for the prosecution to 
carry its burden of proof on 
force and lack of consent by 
introducing in evidence that the 
rapist was not carrying a 
weapon, and by interrogating 
her on her failure to ask the man 
to produce the weapon. 
Consent compounds the 
problem and the case law implies 
that if a man and woman know 
each other there was consent. 
Yet, in D.C., the sex squad states 
the majority of reported rapes 
occur between acquaintances. In 
most states and D.C., there can 
be no rape between husband and 
wife. If the couple are not 
married but have had sexual 
intercourse, most judges will not 
find lack of consent. Even if the 
vi ct i m did not know her 
assailant, if she has had sex out 
of wedlock, the sex squad say it 
is extremely difficult to prove 
lack of consent. 
The belief that women who 
corroboration. Ms. Mautner 
states that there is only one 
other crime which has such a 
stringent corroboration 
requirement. She believes the 
rationale of th is is that women 
encourage the rapist and that 
women are vengeful. 
The law is based, in Ms. 
Mautner's OpiniOn, on the 
contradiction that women are 
dying to be raped but must 
maintain a demure demeanor and 
preserve their virginity until 
marriage, in order to be able to 
use their offer of exclusive 
access to their body to attain 
marital status. 
Thus, rape law is not to 
protect women but to prevent 
the reduction in value of man 's 
sex object by other men . 
Because of the requirements 
of force and lack of consent and 
corroboration of every element, 
rape law is extremely difficult to 
enforce. These obstacles were 
built-in to the law because 
have had sex outside of marriage 
can not be raped underlies the 
rule 'of admissibility of the 
sexual reputation of the victim, 
while excluding the assailant's 
. although men want to deter 
other men from rapit;lg their 
women, once it happens men 
is blame women whose reduced 
previous rape convictions. 
The second problem 
ForUDl Interview: 
by Jacqueline Faulkner 
On Friday, April 14th , I in-
terviewed the Honorable 
Shirley B. Jones, Associate 
Judge of the Supreme Bench in 
Baltimore City. Judge Jones is a 
1946 graduate of the University 
of Baltimore, Schoo l of Law. 
She was elected to the bench in 
1962 and for a IS year term by 
Guvernor J. Millard Tawes --
the first woman to ever hold 
such a position here. Judge 
Jones has lectured at the 
University of Ba lti more Law 
School and presently serves on 
its Board of Trustees. 
Upon arriving at the Court 
Ho use, I was asked to pass 
thr ough an arch, e lectronica lly 
set up to detect metal on me. 
My tape recorder was 
thoroughly searched, as was my 
handbag. After approx imately 
IS minutes, I was a ll owed to go 
up 10 room 408, Judge Jones' 
chambers. The purpose of the 
e lectron ic device was to curb 
any distrubances which could 
ar ise in the court roo m. 
Judge Jon es was extremely 
cordial and respo nsive to a ll 
questions. The answers below 
have not been edited except to 
e liminate repeti tious statements . 
Forum: Judge Jo nes, I under· 
stand that you are on the Board 
of Trustees. What is your im-
pression of the expansio n and 
devel o pment of the Law 
School? 
J_ Jones: Having been 
associated with the University 
of Baltimore since 1943, 
frankly , it is just amaz in g how 
the entire school has expanded, 
particularly the Law School 
because that 's where my in-
terests lie. I think one of the 
biggest advancements lately has 
been the inauguration of the 
day school and the very c lose 
prospect, I think it is very close, 
of accreditation . Accreditation 
will come, there's no do ubt 
about it , it 's just a matter of 
when . I hope it's in August. I 
suspect it will be , but we' re at 
the mercy of the ABA on that. 
And I think the expansion of 
the law library to its present 
stat us is another thing that 
speaks well for the schoo l as 
well as the full· time professors 
we have now . The whole thing 
has changed so rapid Iy that to 
The Hon. Shirley B. Jones, Associate Judge of the Supreme Bench, Baltimore City . 
me it's just amazing that it could 
be don e. 
Forum: Th ere has been a 
marked increase in the number 
of women law studen t, bo th at 
the University of Baltimo re and 
across the country. Out of the 
number of women who practice 
before you, what wo uld yo u say 
is the maj or a rea of law in 
which they concentrate? 
J. Jones: I'm sorry to have to 
make this observation but we 
really do not have 100 many 
women practicing before the 
bench. We have a good number 
of women lawyers, but many of 
them are with the government, 
some are with the corporations 
or businesses. But the act ual 
tria l lawyers co min g into the 
co urt , that status is ve ry limited 
in regard to women. I don 't 
rea l,y think there's any par-
ticul a r a r ea where they 
specialize. I th ink the area of 
domestic relations is o ne area 
where we might see more 
women lawyers . We get some in 
the criminal courts and there 
are some assistant state's attor -
neys. But what we call the trial 
lawyers , the ones who are in 
and out of court, there are very 
few women in that area . It's an 
observation I don't like to 
make, but it's a reality of life. 
Forum: What would yo u say are 
the problem s o r hurdl es a 
woman must face in this 
pr ofessio n? 
J , Jones: I think the main 
pr ob lem is o ne which has built 
up through the years . by which 
the pub lic and the profession 
both st ill think that law is stric-
tly a man's field. That is the 
biggest barrier tha t women have 
to ove rc ome. It 's a 
psychological barrier, or 
whatever you wish to call it , 
whereby the average layman 
and the professi on itself thinks 
it's a man's field. When a 
woman is introduced as a 
woman lawyer, the average 
laym an just looks and expects 
to see somethi ng with two heads 
or horns or something like that. 
Forum: Recently , Governor 
Mandel's gun control bill was 
passed and is now law in 
Maryland. Do you feel that any 
of its provisions violate any 
private rights of an individual? 
J, Jones: I don' t think the bill 
itself vio lates any rights because 
there are safeguards in the bill, 
witho ut getting too technical, 
which are to do that very thing -
- safeguard the rights of the 
citizens. But that , as well as any 
law is on Iy as good as the enfo r· 
cement it's given and if there is 
any abuse o n the part of the 
police officers who are charged 
with enforcement of the law. the 
rights could be vio lated. If that 
is so, I think if the case " 'o uld 
come to court and the citizen's 
rights had been violated, the 
presiding judge would 
recognize such a violation. But. 
to put it as succinctly as I can, if 
the safeguards in the bill are ob-
served by the po I ice officers. 
then I don't think an) rights 
will be violated But I have ob-
served many times from the 
bench that there just must be 
some attempt to curb the free 
and promiscu ous use of 
firearms. Sitting in the criminal 
courts. we get it every day 
where serious crimes are com-
mitted in which the offender 
readily has available a loaded 
handgun, ready 10 go at the 
slightest provocation o r even 
without provocation . I don't say 
that handgun bill is the answer 
to the questi on , and I think 
we've got 10 try something to 
curb this problem for it cer -
tainly is a major pr oblem here 
in our own city and elsewhere. 
Forum: Speaking of the rise in 
crime , there are many frustrated 
people, the average man, who 
Reason 
value cannot be restored. 
An article in 1952-53 Yale 
Law Journal characterizes the 
legal rationale behind the law 
against rape as reflecting the 
desire of society to maintain 
monogomaus system based on 
bargaining of potential spouse 
and "within this process the 
woman's power to withhold or 
grant sexual access is an 
important bargaining weapon ." 
Thus, the consent of woman 
to sexual. relations gives man 
"privilege of bodily access, 
personal prize whose value is 
enhanced by sole ownership." 
An additional reason for man's 
condemnation of rape may be 
found in the threat to his status 
from a decrease in the value of 
his sexual possession which 
wou I d result from forcible 
violation . 
The rat io nal e behind 
statutory rape and rape law are 
hypocritical and absurd. The 
odds are greate r that a man will 
go to jail for having sex with a 
consenting fifteen year old 
woman t han for raping a 
seventeen year old woman . 
feels that judges and la\l enfor -
cement officers a re too leni ent 
on convicted perso ns an d tha t 
this is a main reason fo r the rise 
in cr ime . How do yo u fee l 
about that ') 
J, Jones: Well. no I don ' t fe e l 
that they're 100 lenient because 
eac h case has to be hea rd on it , 
own merits . Unfortunately. thc 
public. thru the medi a. and that 
is the source of the infornwtlon 
wh ich the pub li c depend s on l<\ 
a great extent. doesn' t a lways 
get the full story as it is brought 
out in the courtroOJ11. So this 
id ea of len ient judges. harsh 
judges. I don't go for that 
because I feel o n the average . 
most judges are reasonab le and 
t ry to judge the cases on their 
ow n.' But the po int I \\anted to 
make is that law enforcemcnt 
offi ce rs. courts. judges. state's 
auorneys. and al l the com-
plement of person s engaged in 
the field o f la w do not in still or 
crea te in the c riminal offender 
hi s cr iminal tende ncies. We get 
the person in co ur t. for exaJ11-
pie . on Iy after he has gro\\ nand 
developed his crim in a l tenden -
cies and has been caught in 
comm itt ing a crime. What \\(' 
do with hi m or don't do with 
him won't really change \lhat's 
inside him My point is to curb 
the crime rate. we can't \\alt un-
ul the person has committed the 
cr ime and then perhaps send 
him tn jai I. We haVe to get at thl? 
source of his pr.,blem 11 ulh 
earlier. I think that studl' s h~ 
sociologl ts . tlJ1~ hush<Jnd and 
wife tcam In Nc\\ Y.,," 
sometime ago rC\eakd th,1l 
criminal tendencies J11any times 
can be detected III a child '" 
young as 5 or n years of age 
Here's where the problem lies. I 
really get frustrated somel1J11Cs. 
in fact. exasperated over the fact 
that the courts are hlamed for 
the high crime rate . We can't 
hear a case which ma) take I 
hour 10 hear and completely 
reform the person and make a 
law abiding citizen o ut of hiJ11 
as the result of I trial. So my 
theory is. let's get to the 
problem long before the man 
has committed the C[JJ11L 
ends up in court 
Forum: \' , 
there a~ 
Ie 
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City Councilman Alexander Stark (Baltimore Law Alumnus). .. guest 
speaker at .. Mt. Vernon Room" dedication. 
Bait. law Grad 
Schaefer Elected 
Baltimore Mayor 
Wi lliam Donald Schaefer, 
Baltimore Law graduate (LLB 
'42 and MLL '5 1) was recent I,.' 
elected Mayor of the City ;f 
Baltimore for a four year term. 
William Donald Schaefer .... One 
of Baltimore Law's finest, LLB 
'42, LLM '51. 
; ... : ... : ........• :.:.:.:.:.: .. ::;:::;:::::::::::::: 
This column will be a regular 
feature of the FOR UM. Tile 
intent is to apprise the students 
with the Alumni and their 
activities since graduation. If 
there is any information 
concerning Alumni you are 
aware of, please notify ' the 
FORUM. 
University Alumni-
Do you know who they ARE? 
I Vice President of the United 
States 
2 Governors : Maryland and 
Delaware 
First woman member of 
House of Delegates of Maryland 
First woman State Senator of 
Maryland 
Fi r st woman Judge of 
Supreme Bench of Baltimore 
City 
Mayor-elect' Schaefer. received 
128,807 unofficial votes tq only 
17,740 for his Republican 
counterpart, Dr. Ross Z. 
Pierpont. 
First elected to the City 
Council in 1956. Mayor-elect 
Schaefer represented the 5th 
Counci l matic District of 
Baltimore and has served as Vice 
President of the Council and 
Chairman of the Judiciary 
Committee , with membership on 
such important City Council 
Committees as ,Budget and 
Finance and Zoning. In 1967 , 
with the election of Mayor 
Thomas D'Ales a ndro , 
Mayor-e lect Schaefer was elec'ted 
to the office of President of the 
City Council. a position which 
he turned into a full-tim e job. 
Mayor-e lect Schaefer is a 
bat.:helor and. as such , is the first 
single man elected mayor in this 
c e n t u r y , I n I 899 , Mayor 
Thomas G. Hayes was the last 
person to share this uniq ue 
distinction. 
Chief Judge of 
SupremeBench of Baltimore 
City 
Several judges of Supreme 
Bench of Baltimore City 
Chief Judge of Orphans 
Court of Baltimore City 
Several judges of Orphans 
Court of Baltimore City 
Several judges of State Courts 
President, Peoples Bank and 
Trust Company in Wilmington 
2 Mayors, Baltimore City 
President of City Council of 
Baltimore City 
Comptroller of Baltimore 
City 
Several members of 
Baltimore City Council 
Mayor of Annapolis 
27 Members of General 
Assembly of Maryland 
17 Members of 
Constitutional Convention of 
r-lr-Iflr I L ~j L __ J L~ LJ l_ 
"The Times They Are A Changing ..... dedication ceremonies of the "Mt. Vernon Room" by SBA Veep 
Joe Bocchini and honoring Prof. R. Ensor and Dean J. Isaacson of the Mt. Vernon School of Law and 
their students and alumni. 
Friedman Appointed District 
Court Judge By Governor 
Daniel Friedman, (J.D. '37), 
former Chief Judge of the Or-
phan's Court of Baltimore City, 
was appointed in early January 
for a term of ten years to a seat 
'on the newly formed District 
Court by Governor Marvin 
Mandel. 
Judge Friedman, who also 
serves as Vice President Of the 
University Alumni Association, 
received his formal education in 
the Baltimore public school 
system and has been a prac -
ticing attorney since 1937. 
Between 1947 and 1954, His 
Honor served as Assistant City 
Solicitor of Baltimore City and 
was appointed in 1954 as an 
Associate Judge of the Orphan's 
Court. He was re-elected in 
1958 and assumed the position 
of Chief Judge of the Orphan's 
Court after Chief Judge 
Dulaney Foster, (J.D. '57) was 
elevated to the Supreme Bench 
in 1959, 
Maryland , I967-68 
I President of Maryland 
Casualty Company 
7 Vice Presidents of Fidelity 
and Deposit Company 
I General Counsel, United 
States Fidelity and Guaranty 
Company 
I Vice President, United 
States Fidelity and Guaranty 
Company 
President of Lyric Theatre 
8 Vice Presidents of 
Mercantile Trust Company 
I Executive Vice President of 
Maryland National Bank 
I Senior Vice President of 
First National Bank 
Vice President of Union 
Trust Company 
I Vice President of Gas and 
Electric Company 
I Vice President of Fairchild 
Company 
Listed among the Judge's 
professional ~and educational 
organization are the Baltimore 
City, Maryland, and Americ'an 
Bar Associations; Phi Delta Tau 
Fraternity; Baltimore City 
College Alumni Association, 
and University of Baltimore 
Alumni Association where in 
1968 he was the recipient of the 
As~ociations Alumnus of the 
year awa;d. 
Judge Friedman now joins 
twelve other fe ll ow Baltimore 
law students on the District 
Court. These distinguished 
alumni include: Chief Judge 
Robert Sweeney (J .D. '57), J. 
Louis Boublitz (,36), Thomas 
R. Brooks (,49), William D. 
Gould (,41), Edward E . Har-
desty (,53), J. William Hinkel 
(,59), James E. Kardash (,63), 
Charles J. Kelly (,44), Marvin J. 
Land (,58), Vernon L. Neilson 
('51), Fred E. Waldrop (,55), 
and WernerG. Schoeler ('53). 
Vice President of 
Martin-Marietta Company 
I Assistant Manager and 
Partner of Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, 
Fenner & Smith, Inc. 
General Manager, Hutzler's 
downtown store 
Vice President of Black and 
Decker Mfg. Co. 
Special Assistant, 
Comprehensive Health Planning, 
U . S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare 
Associate Professor of 
Business Administration, Loyola 
College 
Assistant Director of Labor 
Relations, . B&O/C&O Railroad ' 
Officer-in-Charge, Marine 
Recruiting, State of Maryland 
President, Fair Lane 
Properties 
Staff Judge Advocate, U.S. 
Air Force 
HON. DANIEL FRIEDMAN ... 
One of Baltimore Law's Finest, 
JD'37. 
First Judge Advocate 
assigned to U.S. Army Medical 
Research and Development 
Command 
Principal of Rosewood 
School 
Director of Inspectional 
Services, Baltimore City Police 
Department 
, 
Former President of 
Maryland Senate 
Former Chairman, Public 
Service Commission 
Former President, Printing 
Industries of Maryland, Inc. 
Former Senior Vice 
President, B&O Railroad 
Former President, The 
Traffic Club 
13 District Court Judges 
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feature of the FOR UM. The 
intent is to apprise the students 
with the Alumni and their 
activities since graduation. If 
there is any information 
concerning Alumni you are 
aware of, please notify the . 
FORUM. 
Jeanne A. Martin (JD'62) 
was recently named by Mayor 
William D. Schaefer (JD'42, 
LLM'Sl) to a seat on the City's 
Civil Service Commission. The 
Commission handles standards, 
testing, interviewing, hiring and 
others personnel matters for the 
city government. Miss Martin is 
the former personnel director 
of the Community Action 
Agency. 
William L. Atteberry 
(JD'6S), vice-president of the 
Kissell Company, seventh. 
largest mortgage bank in the 
United States, and a subsidiary 
of Pittsburg National Corp., is 
the author of a new book, 
"Modern Real Estate Finance." 
Published by Grid, Inc. of 
Columbus, Ohio. 
Stephen Z. Kaufman 
(L.L.B.'69), Asst. County At-
torney for Montgomery County, 
is in the process of establishing 
an Alumni Chapter in Mont-
gomery. Any interested alumni 
should contact Mr. Kaufman 
care of the County Attorney of 
Montgomery County. 
Dr . Alvin J. T. Zumbrum. 
(JD. '66) Associate Professor 
and Law Enforcement 
Curricula 'Coordinator at the 
Catonsville Community 
College, has been elected 
Presiden t of the Maryland 
Academy of Criminal Justice 
Professors for the year 
1972. Other officers elected 
were: I st Vice-President 
(Corrections) John M. 
Osborn; 1st Vice-President (En-
forcement) - Norton R. Schon-
feld, Sr.; 2nd Vice-President' 
(Corrections) - Harry W. Am-' 
tower, University Dir. of Law 
Enforcement, 2nd Vice-
President (Enforcement) -
Major Norman E. Pomrenke, 
part-time faculty member, 
Secretary - J. Francis Macauley, 
Treasurer - James V. Sullivan. 
General Purpose 
The general purpose of the 
Academy is to promote 
education and research in the 
administration of criminal 
justice in institutions of higher 
education; to bring together 
persons actively engaged,' 
retired, or persons once actively 
engaged in teaching in criminal 
justice programs; to promote 
the expansion of professional 
criminal justice education at the 
College and University level; 
and among the evaluation of 
ethical standards and 
professional standards within 
the criminal justice field . 
After a seven-month vacancy, 
Governor Mandel has appoin-
ted State's Attorney Joseph D. 
Weiner (JD '37) to the Circuit 
Court forst. Mary's County. 
Alumnus of Year 
William Donald Schaefer, 
Mayor of the City of Baltimore, 
has been chosen by the Univer-
sity of Baltimore Alumni 
Association to receive its sixth 
Alumnus of the Year Award. 
The presentation will be made 
by Messrs. Hugh K. Higgins and 
Irwin P. Trail, honorees or' 
1071, at the annual award 
banquet to be held on Wed-
nesday, April 26, 1072, at 
Blue Crest North. 
In announcing the recipient 
of this year's award Judge 
Albert L. Sklar, President of the 
Alumni Association stated that 
Mayor Schaefer was being 
honored because of his 
dedicated service to the citizens 
of Baltimore, his active par-
ticipat ion in community af-
fairs, and his constant support 
of the University of Baltimore. 
Tickets at $1 i.oo per person 
include a reception featuring an 
open bar and hors d'oeuvres a 
prime rib dinner menu, gratuity, 
tax, parking and checking. The 
tickets are available in the 
Alumni Office at the University. 
Phone: 727-6350. 
Alumni Luncheon 
The third annual luncheon 
sponsored by the Alumni 
Association during the mid-' 
winter meeting of the Maryland 
State Bar Association on 
January 8, 1972, at Hunt Valley 
Inn was highly successful, stated 
Ms. Ava Johnston Executive 
Secr~tary to the Association. 
Prior to the luncheon , Dr. 
Thomas. G. Pullen , Jr., 
President Emeritus of the 
Un iversity, offered the In-
vocation. Following the lun-
cheon Judge Albert L. Sklar, 
President of the Association in-
troduced the head table guests: 
Judge James Cullen, Former In-
structor, School of Law; Mr. 
John H. Hessey, Dean Emeritus, 
School of Law; Dr. Pullen; 
Judge Daniel Friedman, Vice 
President, Alumni Association; 
Judge Dulany Foster, Chief 
Judge, Supreme Bench of 
Baltimore City; Dean Joseph 
Curtis, School of Law; Mr. G. 
Maxwell Armor, Jr. , Chairman 
of the University's Board of 
Trustees; University President 
H. Mebane Turner , and Dr. 
Matthew Tayback, the speaker. 
President Turner greeted the 
alumni and their guests and 
stated that he considered it a 
privilege to be associated with 
the University and its alumni. 
many years but is due to law 
and order. He cited,as an exam-
ple the loss of the ft!08t of 
smallpox. This freedom from 
fear came about through the 
combined forces of the medical 
and legal professi.ons when a 
compulsory law -- smallpox 
vaccination -- was established. 
Many similar problems were 
solved through the interest and 
cooperation of the two 
professions. 
Dean Curtis then spoke briefly He specified the respon-
about the status of the School of sibilities involved with public 
Law for ABA approval and said health interests and explained 
that hopefully the Council of the finances needed. Within the 
ABA Section on Legal Department of Health and 
Education and Admissions to Mental Hygiene are many facets 
the Bar would give its recom- which must be regulated such as 
mendation of the Law School to hospitals, nursing homes, the 
the Section so that accreditation milk industry, etc. In addition 
by the ABA House of Delegates to being a regulatory agency. 
could be granted in August. He the department has fundamental 
announced that the first issue of issues which must be det er-
the Law Review would be mined by both the medical and 
mailed to the alumni shortly. As lega l profession. He list ed 
financial support for this several instances which require 
organ is needed, he will request combined efforts. Heart [ran-
funds in order to publish the splantations, severly damaged 
Law Review on a quarterly children, incapacitated elderly 
basis. persons, drugs, alcohol, cigarct-
Judge Sklar then introduced tes, and marijuana are a few of 
Dr. Matthew Tayback, Assistant the illustrations he gave. He 
Secretary of Health and Mental i stated that physicians can deter-
Hygiene and Scientific Affairs, mine medical factors in connec-
State of Maryland. tion with these problems. but 
Dr. Tayback's remarks the legal profession must handle 
dealt with Legal and Legislative the legality and assist with the 
Issues Affecting Public economic feasibility of law and 
Medicine. order in connection with them . 
Dr. Tayback began his ad- A responsible and equitable 
dress by stating that the medical course is necessary for solution 
and legal professions had to many of the problems facing 
worked together to bring about us as individuals and as a 
the sense of security which the nation. He invited the legal 
nation has about public health . minds to think of some of the 
It was not due to the family basic issues confronting us now 
doctor which goes back many, and in the future . 
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From The SBA 
by Carl A. Maio, President 
Student Bar Association 
The 1972-73 Student Bar 
Association has embarked upon 
a journey covering three basic 
avenues of approach that 
hopefully will lead to 
accomplishing our two greatest 
goals, ABA accredation and the 
fostering of a professional 
atmosphere here at the law 
school. 
The new administration, in its 
first month of office, has already 
taken enormous strides down 
the first route. Liaison ties have 
now been established with both 
the American Bar Association 
and the Maryland Bar 
Association. Their cooperation 
an d amicab.Ie attitude is 
apparent in such matters of 
concern as the new Multi-State 
Bar Examination, involvement 
with MBA Committee work and 
law student opportunities in the 
practical application of la w, just 
to name a few. Such a 
relationship can only enhance 
the quality of life for the law 
student. 
Our second trail finds us 
tightening-up the nucleus of this 
law community . The alumni 
'have at their disposal a plethora 
of opportunities. Encouraging 
the alumni to participate at all 
levels of law student activity will 
work as an advantage to the 
structure of the Uni versi ty. The 
burden is upon the Student Bar 
Association to attract alumni 
with creative, imaginative and 
coge nt programs. Alumni 
support can lead to re cipro cal 
agreements that may involve 
temporary or permanent work 
experience. The study of law is 
achieved best through its 
(I-r) The Honorable Albert L. Sklar, President of Alumni Association, Joseph Curtis, Dean of the Law 
School, Dr. Thomas Pullen, President Emeritus of Univ. and John Hessey, Dean Emeritus of the Law 
School at recent alumni gathering. 
practical application. Our 
b re t hren practicing attorneys 
hold the key to our success as 
professional men and women, 
and at the same time can serve 
to buttress the law school. By 
allowing students to work with 
them, the advancement of our' 
profession is a certaint y. The 
words of F. Lee Bailey in his 
book The Defense Never Rests 
seems to communicate the idea 
very well. 
"You have to train yourself. 
Law schools have all but 
abandoned the education of 
trial lawyers, and the sad 
truth is that you'll graduate 
knowing very little more 
a bout the art than you do 
now. What you have to do is 
go to work for someone who 
is in court everyday. Do that 
even if you have to pay him 
for the education. Cut classes 
if you have to, but go to 
court ." 
Finally, the third path is the 
most complex. A comprehensive 
program has been formulated by 
the SBA that will slowly 
unveiled over the coming 
academic year. The 
responsibility befalls the SBA to 
provide projects that will 
directly affect the law student. 
The purpose of the SBA is to 
solicit the views of the law 
student community and to 
implement programs that can 
effectively satisfy the needs of 
the law student. At present an 
entire gamma of policies, some 
unprecedented, have been 
out l ined by the new 
administration. Our working 
relationship with the Dean, Law 
Faculty and the University itself 
are more than adequate; we are 
most fortunate in this respect. 
The law students in attendance 
both day and evening sessions: 
are rich in talent and propound 
the theory of change through 
constructive measures. 
Currently, SBA office hours 
have been established. The 
problem of communication 
among law students is being 
challenged by the greater use of 
class representatives including 
new bulletin boards to be 
erected next fall. We have, as in 
the past, an examination index 
and file. Such proposals as the 
new Constitution, Honor Code, 
Curricu lum and Course 
Evaluation Committees, tutoring 
program and internships are in 
their final stages of 
consideration. A most 
comprehensive Orientation 
program has been established 
along with Moot Court and the 
Law Day projects. Many of these 
ideas have been implemented in 
the past and have met with 
much success. Most of the SBA 
committees have been merged so 
that they may serve students and 
involve them with the intricacies 
of the SBA. The law students 
here poss_ss an ene rgetic 
capacity to build, as it is the 
function of the SBA to tap their 
resources. Also, more social 
activities have been announced. 
Briefly, these are some of the 
programs that will be 
implemented commencing with 
the fall semester. 
These illustrations show that 
the Student Bar Association has 
a genuine commitment to 
involve and motivate all law 
students. I am confident that we 
can stabilize the posture of the 
SBA, thereby endowing the SBA 
with a perspicuous style. 
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UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INC, 
Dear Alumnus: 
The second annual Alumni Association 
Golf Tournament will be held on Friday, 
september 10, 1971, beginning at 11 a.m. 
at Dulaney Springs Golf Club (Bosley Rd. 
in Illtherville, Maryland). 
Join the alumni and enjoy a day of 
golf in the sun. Bring your family and 
friends. This september Sports Special 
is open to golfers of all abilities -
duffers to champions. 
Ed Johnston, the 1970 champion, will 
be on the course ready to defend his 
title, and last year's prize winners 
will be swinging woods and irons waiting 
to tee off. Don't let this group intim-
idate you because duffe~s can win as 
easily. as champions. otts Bosley, the 
scorekeeper, will have fabulous prizes 
to distribute regardless of the prowess 
demonstrated on the course. 
If you are not a golfer, J01n us at 
the 19th hole and indulge in the· hot 
fried chicken, ham, cheese, salads, and 
beer. Listen to the excuses offered 
for the putts that didn't sink. 
Make your check payable to the Uni-
versity of Baltimore Alumni Association, 
Inc. and mail it today. Reservations 
will be accepted until September 3, 1971. 
GOLF AND BUFFET: $10.00 per person 
BUFFET ONLY: $ 6.00 per person 
See you on the course. 
DULANEY SPRINGS GOLF CLUB 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10,1971 
Char les Chapman and Howard Levenson 
Co-Chairmen 
8/10/71 
UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INC. 
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP 
MEETING 
SATURDAY, MARCH 25, 1972 
':!..\;y~ ~:\ 
W ... ~ ,. ..~ 








AUDITORIUM, LANGSDALE LIBRARY 
11:00 A.M. 
MEETING 
GREETINGS AND INTRODUCTION 
Judge Albert L. Sklar 
President, Alumni Association 




BUSINESS OF THE ASSOCIATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES 
Play and Cocktail Hour - April 16 
Alumnus of the Year Award - April 26 
Senior Banquet - June 3 
ADJOURNMENT 
************************************************** 
Guided tours of the Academic Center, Langsdale Library, and/or 
Charles Hall will begin from the first floor of the Langsdale Library 
UNIVERSITY OF .BALTIMORE 















John W. Basso 
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Who Do You Recognize? 
------------------------------, 
PLACEMENT SERVICES I 
Please 'contact the Placement Of-
fice for job opportunities for students 
at the University of Baltimore School 
of law. 





Send to: Placement Office 
University of Baltimore School of law 
1420 N. Charles St. I 
Baltimore, Md. 21205 I 
Telephone: (301) 727-6350 x270 I 
-------------------------_--__ 1 
ALUMNI TEAM 
Due to unknown-to-the-coach infirmities (ages and weights) 
which may have overtaken members of the Alumni Team, 
former numbers and positions have not been assigned . Players 
are wearing jerseys which fi t and assumin g positions which are 
playable. 
Norman Knoerlein 
All American '6 1 
All South '6 1, '62 







Gregory Adam Bayor 
Howard W. Beck 
All A merican '59 , '6 1 
Pete Binco 
All Conference '64 
Bill Lahey 
Fred F. Louck 
Ri chard T. MalinowsJcj 
All American '55 












































































Soccer Coach: George Politz All South 60, All Conferen ce 60 
Charles Cahn 
Fred Cuomo 
Gerard F. Devlin 
C. Barry Eckman 
All South '63 
Hank Ebelke 
Charles M. GlowacJcj 
All Conference '68 , '69 
All State '68, '69 
All NCAA Tour Team '68 
Lawren ce H. Graf 
lack Hubbard 
Kenneth E. Johnson 
Henry Ka zmiersJcj 
All South '70, '71 
All Conference '69, '70, '71 
Robert J. Knoerlein 
All Conference '68 
Robert Martin 
Bill Matcuk 
All South '64, '65, '66 
All Confe ren ce '64, '65, '66 
Bud Matcuk 
All Conference '67 
Edward W. Smith, Sr. 
Tommie Thompson 
Augie Uleckas 
All American '66 
All South '65, '66 
All Conference '64 , '65, '66 
Thomas l. WisniewsJcj 
All Conference '67, '69 
Herman WitkowsJcj 
All Conference '63 
Coach: Bill Beck - All Conference '48, '49, '50 , '51, All South 
'50, '51 
--, 
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(I-r) Judge Daniel Friedman, Vice-President Alumni Association; Mayor William D. Schaefer,. George Moniodis, Board of Governor member; Albert L. Sklar, President, 
Alumni Association. 
AMPHITRYON 38 stars; Jupiter - Howard Ackerman, 
Mercury - Les Conner 
r----------------------, 





$Please contact the Placement Of-
fice for job opportunities for 
student at the University of Balti-









University of Baltimore School of law 
1420 N. Charles St. 
Baltimore, Md. 21205 
Telephone: (301) 727-6350 x270 
UNIVERSITY OF SAL TIMORE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INC. 
March 20, 1972 
Dear Alumnus: 
WILLIAM DONALD SCHAEFER, LL.B. '42, LL. M. '51, Mayor of the City of Baltimore, will receive 
the Alumnus of the Year Award at the Alumni Association's Sixth Annual Award Dinner on We~~~ 
April 26, 1972, at Blue Crest North in Pikesville, Maryland. 
WILLIAM DONALD SCHAEFER was educated in the Baltimore City public schools and was 
graduated with a Bachelor of Laws degree from the University of Baltimore in 1942. After 
graduation he served as an Executive Officer with a hospital unit in England, France, and Ger-
many during World War II. At the close of the war he returned to Baltimore, resumed the prac-
tice of law, and enrolled in the University's Master of Laws program. In 1951 he was granted the 
LL. M. degree. 
Don SChaefer has served the people of Baltimore for the past fifteen years. He was first elected 
to the City Council in 1956, and over the years he has been Vice President and President of the 
Counci l, Chairman of the Judiciary Committee and a member of the Budget, Finance, and 
Zoning Committees. On November 2, 1971, Donald Schaefer was elected Mayor of the City of 
Baltimore by an 87% margin of the votes cast in the city elections. 
During his years as a public official Don has expended hi s time and energy for the welfare of the 
citizens of his city. He aided in the passage of the Comprehensive Housing Code and in the 
establishment of the Department of Housing and Community Development. His cooperation 
with community associations has helped to conserve neighborhoods and to obtain parks and 
playgrounds. He has been successful in obtaining a large share of the city budget for law en-
forcement, fire protection , ambulance service, and drug control. Through his efforts the Com-
munity Relations Commission and the Community Action Agency were form ed , and he is 
responsible for the establishment of the new Sanitary Corps. 
Don 's term as Mayor of Baltimore began on December 8, but already within the first three mon-
ths he is putting into effect measures necessary for the revitalization of Baltimore. 
The awards earned by Don Schaefer are numerous and include, among many others, Civic 
Award, Veterans of Foreign Wars; Citation for Promotion of Fine Arts, Artists Equity 
Associations ; First Annual Civ ic Statesmanship Award, Citizens Planning and Housing 
Association; Citation for Distinguished Contribution to Retarded Children. 
His services to the University have been manifest in the speedy so lution to problems related to 
municipal affairs and in clarification of issues relayed to him by the administration. 
Don , who is a bachelor, lives with his mother in the western section of Baltimore. 
The Alumni Association is proud and pleased to honor this distinguished graduate for his contributions to 
the citizens of Balt imore City. 
The dinner ceremonies wil l be highlighted by the presentation of the Alumnus of the Year award by Irwin 
P. Tra il and Hugh K. Higgins, recipients of the 1971 award s. 
Preceding the dinner, a reception featuring hors d'oeuvres and open bar will be held from 6: 15 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. Dinner will be served at 7:30 p.m. Tickets priced at $ 12.00 per person are available in the 
Alumni Office. For your convenience, a reservation blank is printed below. You may complete and mail it 
with your check to the Alumni Office. The ticket covers the open bar reception, dinner, checking , parking, 
tax , and gratuity. 
Sincerely yours , 
tfI/J(./~ 
ALBERT L. SKLAR 
President 
NEWSLETTER 
University of Baltimore 
Alumni Assoc. Inc. 
West Coast Chapter 
Editor's note: 
Thanks to "Pat" Moran for keeping us up-to-date on the 
activities of the West Coast aLumni. The Forum reprints the 
March newsLetter of the West Coast Chapter for the benefit of 
aLL aLumni. 
SPRING GET -TOGETHER 
Your plan ning committee has been at work and everything 
is set for our little get-together on Saturday night, March II, 
at the MORAN's in La Crescenta. The only thing we need is 
to hear from YOU, so we can plan on the purchase of the 
food . PLEASE cal1 me at 723-5451 or "Pat" Moran at 354-
5122 (248-0367 after 5) to make your reservations. Direc-
tions are attached. Cocktails at 6, dinner 7:30 and entertain-
ment at 9. Looking forward to meeting you on the 11th. 
Wil1 Chambers, President 
Charles E. Gresham has been appointed Vice President for 
Development and Alumni Affairs of the University. Since 
1969, he has been assistant Professor in the School of 
Business. His primary function wiIl be fund raising, 
stimulation of the University community, and development of 
off-campus courses. Mr. Gresham, who is currently com-
pleting his doctorate work, is a graduate of the University of 
Baltimore and received an MA degree from George 
Washington University. 
The School of Law has added four flew full-time faculty 
members. The new Professors are: Eugene J. Davidson, AB, 
JD ; Herbert H. Bernhardt, BS, LLB, LLM; Thomas J. 
Holton, AB, LLB, LLM, JSD; and Malcolm F. Steele, AB , 
LLB, JSD. . 
* * * 
Judge Albert L. Sklar to Visit Israel 
"Your invitation to join the members of the West Coast 
Chapter at their meeting on March II is very much ap-
preciated . However, I must extend my best wishes by mail as 
my wife and I are planning to leave for Israel on March I. 
"Please tell the members of your Chapter that the 
Association is very grateful for their support and very pleased 
that the Chapter is active and growing. We hope that your 
meeting wiIl be successful and will stimulate even greater in-
terest in the University and the Association ." 
* * * 
Eugene Wharton, Test Law '30, now retired and living in 
Santa Ana, dropped in to say "he llo" while visiting his grand-
children in La Canada, and he took a brief tour of JPL with 
your editor. 
' I--~-- * * * Board of Trustees Fills Openings 
Two new members were voted in at the Board meeting on 
January 12 : Lt. Col. William A. Harris, Chief of Traffic in 
the Baltimore Police Dept., and the Right Reverend David K. 
Leighton, Sr. Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Maryland. 
Lt. Col. Harris , a Baltimore native, was graduated from 
Morgan State College in 1949 , and was the first black deputy 
U.S. Marshall -for the U.S. Dept. of Justice , where he served 
for nine years. 
The Right Reverend Leighton is a native of Pittsburg, and 
earned his BS degree at Northwestern University in 1947. At 
the age of 33, afte r holding a manage ri a l· position with the 
Fisher Body Division of General Motors Corp., he gave up 
his business career to begin a new life in the priestho od , being 
ordained in June 1955. 
* * * 
The University has recently established a Center for Urban 
Studies at Madison Hall. The Center will be und er the direc-
tion of Dr. William T. Durr of the Sociology Department, 
and it has already a large collection of publications and data 
on urban affairs. The Center will be geared to research by 
graduate students and other agencies. 
* * * 
Dr. Thomas G. Pullen, Jr., President Emeritus of the 
University and member of the Board of Trustees since June 
1964, has submitted his resignation, citing "personal 
reasons." Dr. Pullen served as President of the University 
from 1964 to November 1969. 
The Alumni Association , at its General Meeting on March 
25, will honor Dr. Pullen. 
Eastern Shore Extension Courses 
The University has established two extension centers on the 
Eastern Shore. The Ocean City Extension Program was 
initiated last summer and recently one at Cambridge, with an 
enro llment of 45. Dean Edward M. Fritz is Director of the 
Extension Program. 
Chapter News - Recent Letters 
J.H . "Jerry" Pizzino, '63 , formerly of Cerritos, was tran-
sferred to his corporate office in Warminster , Penn. He 
writes, "You are doing a terrific job on the West Coast Chap-
ter - Good luck and keep up the good work." 
Welcome to California - Carl Edwin Bleil , JD '47 , now 
living at 7031 Lesoro Drive, San Diego 92128. Let's hear 
from you. 
Joe Johnson , '65 Accounting, recently came to California 
and li ves In EI Toro. He is with Revere Copper and Brass 
Company in the City of Commerce. He writes, "Thanks fo r 
your welcome and I' m quite surprised at the number of active 
members you have in your Chapter." 
* * * 
We will be glad to receive news items of interest to alumni 
members. Write to George "Pat" Moran, Editor, 3416 
Henrietta Avenue, La Crescenta , CA 91214. Contributions, 
advertisements , and criticism also accepted in· that order. 
UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE 
School of Law 
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1972 SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE 
All classes meet from 6:10 to 8:30 p.m. with one 10 minute break at 7:15. Maximum course load 8 
hours. Recommended load no more than 6 hours. 
SUBJECT 
Products Liability & Consumer 
Protection (Pre-req. Torts) 
Mortgages (Pre-req. Property) 
FIRST PERIOD 
May 15 to June 23, 1972 
All courses 2 semester hours credit 
INSTRUCTOR 
Berger 













May 22 to July 21,1972 • ..... 
Criminal Procedure All courses 3 sem:M:a:lnar~::nrU:~uC::dit ~~~\cW ,~\~ " 
(Pre-req. Cnminal Law) ~,~ 
*Common Market Law 322 
*Roman Law ~~.~~CeU~IO· D am TT TTHH 320 Admiralty Law (Pre-req. Contracts , 322 
Torts) 
~, e 2 August 4 , 1972 
~ '-" es 2 semester hours credit *comparativ.~a C an L~ Cunrungham Seco I· e ended) G c re-req Davidson 
Con c 
Insura -req. Contracts) Isaacson 
Juvenil aw (Pre-req. Criminal Law Ensos 
and Family Law) 









All final examinations to be given in the last week of the respective periods. 
REGISTRATION - LANGSDALE LIBRARY -
LOWER LOUNGE 
Registration: 
For the first and/or second periods: (you may register for all three periods at this time if you wish) 
Friday, May 12, 12 noon - 8 :00 p.m. and Monday, May 1 5, 12 noo!"! - 6 :00 p.m. 
For the third period: 
Monday, June 26, 12 noon - 8 :00 p.m. 
Para-Legal Service Formed 
Three area law students: 
Bruce W. Haupt (Recent 
Decisions Editor, University of 
Law Review), Melville G. 
Walwyn (Treasurer, University 
of Baltimore SBA) , and Lisa S. 
Steinberg (Director, University 
of Maryland Law Students Civil 
Rights Research Council) have 
recently formed Maryland 's first 
Para-Legal service for attorneys 
and law firms. This group, 
. known as Legal · Assistance 
Services Inc. (LAS Inc.), unlike 
some of its o ut of state 
competitiors, aims at total client 
service in all para-legal areas, and 
especially in the areas of legal 
research and civil investigation. 
Initially the group will 
concentrate its efforts in the 
state of Maryland , and District 
of Columbia, however, 
expansion into at least one other 
state is planned by late August. 
LAS Inc. presently employs law 
students frony Maryland and 
D.C. area schools who have 
distinguished themselves both in 
their academic performance and 
in their lega ll y oriented 
extracurricular activities. A 
student is only given serious 
consideration after going 
through several interviews, a 
practice skills examination, and 
upon submitting for editorial 
review their most outstanding 
written legal work. To date, the 
group has employed only those 
...... 






Mid-Winter Meeting of the 
Maryland State Bar Association 
for 
U of B GRADUATES 
MARYLAND ROOM IV, HUNT VALLEY INN 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 8, 1972 
12:30 P.M. 
Beef Tips over Poppy Seed Noodles 
$4.75 per person 
Seating capacity is limited . Please send your reser-
vat ion and check promptly. 
Seapker: DR. MATTHEW TAYBACK 
Assistant Secretary of Health and Mental 
Hygiene and 
Scientific Affairs, State of Maryland 
who have had prior practical 
experience in their area of 
concentration . In this way LAS 
Inc. has been able to virtually 
eliminate some of the errors 
made by regional competitors. 
While at present LAS Inc. has 
all the help it needs, 
undoubtedly openings will occur 
in the future. Interested students 
should contact Bruce W. Haupt 
by sending a resume to PO Box 
62, College Park, Md. 20740 . 
Attorneys or linns 
interested in using the services 
provided by LAS Inc. may call 
(301) 685-7377 between II 
A.M. and 4 P.M. or (301) 
752-1678 during other hours 
and on weekends. 
Dr. Matthew Tayback 
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Juvenile Counseling Program is 
Established at Balt. Law School 
Reconstruction and Reorganization 
Prevention of delinquency 
and crime is the aim of a new 
program that has been recen tly 
established at the School of 
Law, by Professor Thomas J. 
Holton . 
.professor Holton's premises 
for this program are outlined in 
his article, "Delinquency 
Prevention through Legal 
Co unseling, " 68 Columbia 
Law Review 1080 (1968) . 
"Within the tradition of law 
practice, lawyers counsel adult 
clients to help keep them out of 
trouble with the law and to 
avoid litigation. This policy 
should be extended to chi Id ren 
facing foreseeable problems 
with the law. In the opinion of 
some, judicial proceedings and 
disposition may have a 
damaging effect upon children 
whose primary need is an 
authentic relationship with an 
interested adult. Others as well 
as lawyers can help to supply 
this need, but lawyers are 
peculiarly adapted to providing 
lead ership in the community. 
Hopefully, from today's volun-
teer law students will come 
tomorrow's juvenile court 
judges." 
The Governor's Seat 
The method under which this 
new program will work will be 
by providing the identified 
delinquent or predelinquent 
child with a one-to-one 
relationship with a young adult 
volunteer counselor whose per-
sonal life is realistically goal-
oriented and who is concerned 
for the chi Id as an individual 
and will spend three or four 
hours a week with him and 
when necessary, will articulat~ 
his needs to other. 
Curren tly, the vo I un teers, 
who are recruited by the 
Faculty Advisor (Prof. Holton), 
are being deployed to their 
counseling assignments through 
the cooperation of Juvenile Ser-
vices, an agency of the State of 
Maryland . This agency is 
charged with the responsibility 
of matching the volunteer coun-
selor with the chi Id in need of 
counseling and further . par-
ticipates in providing initial 
orientation, as well as periodic 
(monthly) on-going training 
meetings with the counselors. 
The present role of the volun-
teer counselor is to counsel. 
those children who have been 
brought to the intake phase of 
the court system where a 
decision has been made not to 
present a formal petition or 
complaint against them, but 
rather to give them the second 
chance of routing them into a 
45-day period of informal 
supervision by Juvenile Ser-
vices. 
Commenting to The Forum, 
Professor Holton stated, "Legal 
Education ought to, among 
o ther things, instill a sense of 
professional responsibility 
toward the community in the 
hope that every lawyer will be 
inclined to devote some of his 
time and professional skill 
toward meeting community 
problems, such as the juvenile 
problem ." 
Any student who may be in-
terested in volunteering for the 
summer or autumn may contact 
either Professor Holton at the 
law school or Mrs. Betty Moore 
at the Department of Juveni le 
. Services - 383-4871. At 
present there are some eight 
students actively involved with 
the new program. 
STACY'S 
RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN 
1321 N. CHARLES STREET 
539-2585 
Home of the 8 5c Full 
Breakfast 
Wide Selection of Meals 
Festive Party Trays 
Serving the Baltimore Law School, 
University and Community 
MODERN 
by Frank D. Giurno 
3rd Circuit Governor 
American Bar Association-
Law Student Division 
The Third Circuit of the 
ABA/LSD recently held its 
annual convention, at the 
University of Baltimore School 
of Law. 
Each year the thirteen 
Circuits in the ABA&LSD, hold 
a conventnion for the main 
purpose of gathering those 
delegates from the various 
member schools to discuss 
common problems and activities 
which have occurred during the 
academic year and setting 
further goals for the circuit. 
There are two important 
features that the convention 
holds, this being the election of 
a new Circuit Governor and 
passage of various resolutions 
co ming from the respective 
schools. 
An added feature of the 
Third Circuits' convention, was 
the attendance of the Eleventh 
Circuit (Washington, D.C.) 
Governor Mr. Keith Schliszik 
who was accompanied by Mr. 
Howard Lee, both are from 
American University. These 
gentlemen submitted 
approximately seven resolutions, 
which the Third circuit passed 
and which will be submitted to 
the 9th ABA/LSD National 
Convention, to be held in San 
Francisco this August, as joint 
resolutions from both circuits. 
The Third Circuit will also 
inti'Oduce seven of its own 
resolutions at this time for . 
consideration. Topics covered by 
these resolutions include, busing, 
minority recruitment in law 
school through the ABA/LSD, 
and other relevant issues of the 
times. 
Keyn ote speaker for the 
convention was Associate 
Professor of Law, Royal G. 
Shannonhouse, III, from the 
University of Baltimore. His 
topic was "Professional 
Responsibility and The Criminal 
Law As It Applies To Each Law 
Student and Attorney." His talk 
was followed by a question and 
answer period. 
Highlighting tlie convention 
was presentation of ABA/LSD 
Silver Key A wards, won by Ms. 
Georgia Howe, ABA/LSD from 
Rutgers-Newark Law School and 
Mr. James F. Schneider, past 
SBA president of the University 
of Baltimore School of Law. 
BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC. 
Announces 
Courses for the Multistate and Local Maryland Bar 
given in conjunction with 
Bar Review, Inc. BRI 
We are prepared for the New Bar Exam with -
• All New Miltistate study volumes with modern questions and multiple choice answers 
• All New Outlines with modern unlabelled essay questions with answers. 
SIGN UP NOW - LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
1. lO-week Spring course in Baltimore 
2. 7-week Summer course in Baltimore 
3. 7-week Suburban Washington course. 
Compare our materials for both the local and Multistate portions of the exam with 
those of any other course - Our reputation speaks for itself, but seeing is believing. 
To See Our Materials and For Applications And Information: 
CONTACT 
Modern Bar Review Course, Inc. 
1300 Mercantile Bank & Trust Building, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 Phone: (301) 752-2473 
Ronald M. Shapiro, Director 
L.L.B. HARVARD LAW 
Lecturer, University of Baltimore 
University of Maryland 
Third Circuit Governor Frank D. Giorno, second year day law 
student. 
These awards are given by the 
ABA/LSD for outstanding 
performance during the year at 
their respective school. 
In the afternoon, Frank D. 
Giorno, was unanimously 
elected for a second term as 
Third Circuit, there being no 
opposition to this election. 
Plans for next year in the 
Third Circuit will include further 
publication of The Third Circuit 
Newsletter, and the 
imp I erne n tat ion 0 f the 
"Neighborhood Plan." This is a 
new plan that will focus on 
those cities in the circuit which 
have more than one law school. 
Each law school will in tum help 
out the other school in a 
"neighborly way." These law 
schools will assume a more 
active role and try to bring the 
more passive school up to an 
active level; also we will be 
bringing to the circuit other law 
schools not alread y a part of the 
ABA/LSD. This year will truly 
be one of "Reconstruction and 
Reorganization" for the Third 
Circuit. 
Ed. Note: Mr, Giorno will be 
going into his last year at the 
University of Baltimore School 
of Law. 
Student Files For 
National Convention Seat 
Richard William Beebe 
Candidate for Delegate 
to the Republican National Convention 
Second Congressional District of Maryl·and 
Richard William Beebe has filed as a candidate for 
Delegate to the Republican National Convention. A native 
Marylander and resident of Baltimore County, Dick is a sup-
porter of President Richard M. Nixon. For the first timc the 
voters of the ~tate of Maryland will have the opportunity to 
elect the delegates to the nat ional conventions and for the 
first time the opportunity to take part in the choice of the 
presidential nominee. 
With the belief that government should be controlled by 
the people and for the people , Dick decided to enter the race 
for the delegate's seat from the Second Congressional District 
of Maryland. He believes that this is a new era , when the 
people will have an active voice in the affairs of this country. 
A strong Nixon supporter and a believer in participation by 
the people, he hopes that all the voters will take this chance to 
vote the ir hearts. He feels that President Nixon and the 
Republican Party have been wrongfully blamed for decisions 
made by the Democratic Party during the '60s. Over the past 
three years this country has made achievements coupled with 
a strong mind , and a strong heart, that will lead us in the 
direction of peace and prosperity for all the world . 
Dick is a graduate of the Baltimore Polytechn ic Institute , 
The Johns Hopkins University and is a student at The Univer-
sity of Baltimore School of Law. Having been active in social 
affa irs for many years, Dick is a member of the Student Bar 
Association, Law Student Division - American Bar 
Association, Ninth District Republican C lub and The Varsity 
C lub of Baltimore. Presently he is a project coordinator with 
a consulting engineering firm in Towson. 
Incident ' 
By Countee Cullen 
Once riding in old Baltimore 
Heart filled, head filled with glee 
I saw a Baltimorean . 
Keep looking straight at me. 
Now I was eight and very small 
And he was no whit bigger 
And so I smiled, but he poked out 
His tongue and called me "Nigger." 
I saw the whole of Baltimore 
From May untilDecember 
Of all the things that happened there 
That 's all that I remember. 
Submitted 
By 





By J. Steven Huffines ~ 
This year's sports program 
has received many compliments 
as a result of the intramural 
basketball competition. There 
are, however, some problems 
areas in the basketball program 
which came into focus as the 
games were played. First, there 
were adverse thoughts 
concerning the presentation of 
trophies to winning players. 
Reasons were that such awards 
would create too much 
competl tlOn for a program 
designed for informal relaxation. 
Secondly, it did not allow 
players of lesser ability to play, 
because of the need to win. 
David Bruce - Receiving MVP award from 
Stuart Goldberg. 
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Winning Team - Bruce, Goldman, Hymes, Lar-
son, Mininso'hn, Nolan, Scheflein, and Williams. 
The recruiting and exchange 
of players during the season put 
some teams at a disadvantage. 
The officials used to control the 
games were under heavy 
criticism because of either lack 
of ability or inconsistency in 
their calls. The number of games 
and the dates scheduled did 
leave something to be desired. 
But these problems will be 
overcome next year as more 
time will be allotted to organize 
the program. The new 
administration of the SBA has 
offered its help to make the 
intramural sports program more 
successful next year than it was 
this year. We hope to have more 
competition with Maryland Law 
School next year, along with 
more community oriented 
events, such as prison games and 
marathons . 
Forum Interview: Judge Shirley Jones 
(Continued from page 11) 
persons, such as the sociologists 
and psychiatrists who are out to 
reform our penal system. Do 
you fee l many reforms are 
needed? 
J. Jones: Again, this is probably 
one of the most difficult areas 
of the law enforcement field 
because the penal system is a 
part of the law enforcemenC 
"---Jhe View from New York 
field, as is the probation and 
parole system , And again , it 
depends not entirely on the ' 
system itself. I know that it's im-
portant. But here has to be 
motivation on the part of the in-
dividual to have to want to bet-
ter himself, and to become a 
productive and law abiding 
citizen. And this is another area 
where I think it's unfair to place 
the entire or majority of the 
blame on the penal institution, 
There are other educational 
processes, perhaps which should 
be employed along with the 
penal institution to try to 
motivate the prisoner to make 
him want to help himself. That's 
the first thing. If that prisoner 
doesn't have the motivation to 
help himself then even the most 
ideal prison system won't help 
him. So, we have a combinat ion 
of two things: (I) our penal 
system should, and I believe is 
now , concentrated more on 
education and training the 
prisoner. The corollary is (2) 
that the prisoner wants to be 
trained and rehabilit a ted, 
There's room fo r improvement -
no question about it. 
(Continued from page 3) 
I have a limitless optimism in 
the American people and 
therefore can't believe that we as 
a people give any reality to these 
Awards. It is not the actor and 
actress who should be glorified, 
but the Ralph Naders, the 
people who marched for the 
March of Dimes and the people 
who use their art and ability to 
better mankind that deserve our 
plaudits. If we all decided that 
we couldn't watch the shows 
until the movie industry started 
producing movies of some 
import and begin pi cking 
win ners with regard to Artistic 
achievement instead of appealing 
to the lower-life nature of 
people, the show wouldn't go 
on. Movies would simply 
become better. For in the end , it 
is the people who pay for these 
clown's jewels and put them in 
their million dollar houses, 
SPORTS 
The Knicks closed out the 
Bullets in six games just as I 
predicted. The Knicks played 
their usual tough defen sive game 
and are the class tea m in the 
league. The Bullets were very 
lucky to capture two victories 
and I thought they played very 
well, considering the fact that 
they have a center whose feet 
were nailed into the ground. 
Baltimore at one time had a fair, 
but exciting team; 
unfortunately , now they've just 
got a fair and boring team. 
PREDICTION 
Knicks to take the Celtics in 
six and Milwaukee in six or 
seven. 
CANDIDATE OF THE MONTH-
John Lindsay for accepting 
defeat gracefully instead of 
continuing an embarrassing 
campaign 
LOSER OF THE MONTH-
Clifford Irving 
BEST STRIKE OF THE 
CENTURY-
Baseball - only problem, it 
had to end 
BEST SLEEPING PILL-
watch a double-header 
BEST BASKETBALL PLA YER-
Walt Frazier 




To Professor Stuart Malawer-
the in tellectual rose in a desert 
of bureaucracy. 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE MONTH-
Judges should be men of logic 
and love , virtue and vigor , 
strength and sanity. Anything 
less should not and cannot be 
tolerated in any government, no 
matter how small. 
CITY OF THE MONTH-
Baltimore, for the numerous, 
people who marched in the 
Marathon for the March of 
Dimes. 
PLACE OF THE MONTH-
Out of Vietnam Now! 
PROFESSOR OF THE MONTH-
Timothy Leary 
I wish everyone good lu ck on 
their finals, and I appreciate the 
very favorable response I have 
received to my articles over this 
past year. 
Forum: One last question , you r 
Honor. Recently, a new rulin g 
in Ca lifo rni a prohibited capita l 
puni shm ent. This subj ect is a 
raging co ntroversy now, As you 
know, no one has been executed 
in Maryland fo r at least I I 
years, ye t capital punishment is 
still on the books, What are 
yo ur opin ions on this? 
J.Jones: Well , the new ruling in 
Cal ifornia has no effect on 
whatever feelings I might have, 
It's a ruling of a state court , not 
binding on o ther co urts, cer-
tainly not binding on our own 
courts, There are two areas 
whi ch I must consider , and 
being a human being , I can ' t 
A Matter of Honor ... 
(Continued from page 10) 
grant an appointment to anyone nominee? 
This publicat ion does not level any direct charges of misuse of 
office for , in a ll candor, this SBA adm in istration must be praised 
for its accomplishmellts in the short time they have been in office, 
un I ike the previous ad m in istration. 
However, The Forum goes officia ll y on record by stating we will 
not tolerate o r co nd one such an apparent , gross misuse of SBA 
power that is so eviden t. 
The Forum respectfully submits a formal motion to the SBA , to 
place on its calendar, after due notice to the SBA rank-in-file, a 
new process for the se lecti on of judges. 
The Forum fervently urges that this new process be in the form of 
a general SBA election. There is no exc use for o btaining the con-
sent of the governed in this matter ; this point would require a con-
situtional amendment. 
divorce myself from all the 
feelings and emotion of a 
human being, Basically, I would 
have to ask myself and do ask 
myself, "Do I really have the 
ultimate right to judge whether 
or not a person has the right to 
live or die?" On the other hand , 
and I'm bound by this also, I've 
taken the oath as a judicial of-
ficer of this state to uphold the 
laws of the state. And I do not 
take that oath or any oath 
lightly. As long as capital 
punishment remains a legal part 
of our legislative and judicial 
process, then I'm bound to 
uphold it. I have never had a 
case where I've thought capital 
punishment would be ap-
propriate. I've never imposed 
capital punishment , although 
I've sat in the criminal courts a 
number of times and have had a 
number o f serious cases, 
Forum: Thank you, Judge 
Jones, for your time and con-
sideration, 
Ed Note: Judge Jo nes clo sed by 
expressing her desire that each 
law student sit in on as many 
cases as possible, She feels that 
although the theory we learn in 
classes is importan t, it would be 
much better to see the court in 
action, Her court is room 406 
of the Court House on Calvert 
Street and Fayette. 
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You may also purcahse the regular Law School stone rings -
Orders for both rings can be purchased at anytime. 
ALSO 
Decals, pewter mugs, gift items, posters, stamps, magazines, 
newspapers, drugs, photo supplies, film processing, coin op· 
erated Xe rox 
AND 
An unusually large.assortment of paperbacks, tradebooks, etc, 
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(I -r) The Honorable Joseph Garthan, The Honorable Allen. B. 
Spector, Dr. William F. Colliton, George Collins. Dr. Roger Sider, 
The Reverend John F. Cronin, The Reverend Gabriel Fackre. 
Abortion and euthanasia 
(mercy-killing) were the foci of 
a symposium on "Life, Death, 
and the Law" Sunday , April 9, 
at 7:30 P.M. in the Langsdale 
Library Auditorium of the 
University of Baltimore, 
Maryland Avenue and Oliver 
Street. 
Sponsored by the University 
Law School's Day and Evening 
Student Bar Associations, the 
symposium brought together 
two lawyers, two doctors , and 
two theologians for a panel 
discussio n of underlying legal , 
medical , and moral issues 
related to "the genesis and 
termination of life." 
The discussion on abortion 
anJ euthanasia was extended to 
inc lude the topics of capital 
punishment, suicide, birth con-
trol , and cyrogenics (the 
freezing of bodies for longer 
resuscitation). A period of 
questions from the audience 
followed the panel presentation. 
Panelists were the Rev. John 
F. Cronin , Professor of Pastoral 
Theology and Social Ethics at 
St. Mary 's Seminary in 
Baltimore, and the Rev. Gabriel 
Fackre, Professor of Theology 
and Culture at Andover Newton 
Theological Seminary, Newton 
Centre , Mass. 
Also present were Dr. Roger 
Sider , Chief Psychiatric 
Resident in the Phipps Clinic at 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, and 
Dr. William F. Colliton, Jr., a 
Montgomery County physician 
who heads the Maryland Right-
to-Life Committee and who was 
instrumental in defeating an 
abortion reform bill last year in 
the Maryland legislature. 
Fifth District Councilman 
Allan B. Spector, and the 
Honorable Joseph Gartlan, 
Virginia State Senator, a leader 
in the fight against abortion 
bills, will be the legal specialists 
on the panel. Television 
newsman George Collins served 
LLB 
as moderator. 
Designed ali part of the 
University'S "Law Day" 
program, the symposium was 
aimed at presenting the special 
concerns of each of the three 
professional disciplines 
represented on the panel, 
revealing the interrelatedness of 
the positions taken by the 
panelists and, finally, cone 
sidering future courses which 
might be followed regarding 
abortion, euthanasia, and 
similar issues. 
the University of Baltimore 
School of Law. 
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